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華語線上互動中糾錯回饋與二語習得研究 

中文摘要 

    本論文旨在探討華語學習者與華語實習教師在線上互動過程中，糾錯回饋

(corrective feedback)對二語習得的關係。本研究從兩個面向討論此問題，一、糾

錯回饋如何影響學習者對於目標語言形式的注意(noticing)與修復(repair)，二、

周邊語言特色(paralinguistic features)，如，語調、手勢、臉部表情等，如何影響

學習者與教師雙方互動，與糾錯回饋的關係為何。 

    過去的互動研究場景多為實驗室或課堂教學，為了提供多元研究資料，本

論文研究題材為捷克馬薩里克大學的華語學習者與國立臺灣師範大學華語文教

學研究所碩士生的線上互動課程。研究者將線上互動課程影片轉寫為逐字稿，

並應用言談分析檢視教學內容。言談分析打破傳統文本分類框架，同時記錄互

動中口語及非口語訊息，適用於線上互動文本分析，符合研究目的。 

    本論文採用 Lyster 及 Ranta 2007 年研究中六種糾錯回饋類型，直接糾錯、

重述、澄清性提問、後設語言回饋、引出以及重複學生錯誤。研究結果顯示，

線上互動中，糾錯回饋類型以重述及澄清性提問為多數。以言談分析方法觀察

互動後發現，華語實習教師提供糾錯回饋時，通常搭配語調、手勢、臉部表情

等周邊語言特徵，引起學習者對目標語言形式的注意與修復。同樣地，學習者

亦透過手勢、臉部表情傳達溝通意願，提問或者與教師持續互動。此外，從逐

字稿分析中觀察到，當學習者注意到糾錯回饋的當下，即使沒立即修復，卻能

在後續的話輪中，產出接近或完全正確的目標語言形式，顯示持續互動的延遲

效果(delayed effects)。 

 

關鍵字：互動假說、糾錯回饋、周邊語言特徵、注意力假說、二語學習 
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A Study of Corrective Feedback and Second Language Acquisition in 

Chinese Online Interaction 

Abstract 

    The aim of this research is to examine the relationship between corrective 

feedback and second language acquisition in online interaction between Chinese 

learners and teachers. From the two perspectives, this study investigates (1) how 

corrective feedback affects second language learning, and (2) if paralinguistic 

features, (e.g. intonation, hand gestures, facial expressions) have an influence on the 

teacher-learner interaction.  

    Interactive studies have been usually conducted in laboratories or classrooms. 

Different from the past, the data of the current study were online interaction between 

Chinese learners at Masaryk University in Czech Republic and graduate students in 

graduate institute of Chinese as a Second Language in National Taiwan Normal 

University. The researcher transcribed the videotapes of the online interactions with 

conversational analysis. In terms of conversational analysis, verbal and nonverbal 

elements are recorded, presenting details of interactional moves between learners and 

teachers.  

    The six types of corrective feedback adopted in the current study are explicit 

correction, recast, clarification request, metalinguistic feedback, elicitation, and 

repetition (Lyster and Ranta, 2007). The results suggested that recasts and clarification 

request were the two most frequently used types of corrective feedback. The data also 

showed that teachers employed paralinguistic features with provision of corrective 

feedback to prompt learners to notice the feedback and produce modification. 

Meanwhile, learners’ responses involved with paralinguistic features assisted 

themselves to reformulate, clarify themselves, or make a request. One more finding 

presented that although learners did not immediately modify their utterance while 

noticing the feedback, they yielded modification in subsequent turns, thus providing 

evidence of delayed effects resulting from interaction.  

 

Key words: Interaction Hypothesis, Corrective Feedback, Paralinguistic Features, 

Noticing Hypothesis, Second Language Acquisition 
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CHAPTER ONE INTRODUCTION 

1.1 Background 

    Interaction with native speakers have been considered crucial and beneficial to language 

learners. Through interaction, learners are exposed to a great amount of input, participate in 

communication, receive feedback, and have opportunities to produce output. In the process of 

interaction, learners develop their language learning from input to output.  

In the 1970s, researchers initiate discussion about whether or not conversations have an 

influence on language learning (see Hatch, 1978; Wagner-Gough and Hatch, 1975). Hatch 

(1975) claims that it is possible that learners acquire language learning through 

conversations. Since then, numerous empirical and theoretical studies are conducted to 

examine a variety of interactional elements and processes in relation to second language 

acquisition, such as comprehensible input (White, 1987), negotiation for meaning (Pica, 

1992; Loschky, 1989, 1994), corrective feedback (Mackey and Philp, 1998; McDonough and 

Mackey, 2006), and modified output (Swain, 2005). Also, from different perspectives, social 

context of learning or learner’s cognitive differences are also paid attention to in interaction 

research (Tarone, 2009; Tomlin and Villa, 1994).  

    Input has been viewed as an important element of language learning. Basically, input 

can be viewed as positive evidence and negative evidence (Long, 1996). Positive evidence is 

defined as language with correct forms that native speakers use. Most of time, positive 

evidence is modified input in order to render the input comprehensible to learners. According 

to Krashen (1978), he proposes that second language (L2) learners acquire learning when 

they are exposed to a great amount of comprehensible input. Moreover, he suggests that the 

input which is more advanced than learners’ current level of knowledge facilitates their L2 

development, namely the concept of i+1.  

    By contrast, Long (1983) argues that learners’ L2 development results from negotiation 
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of meaning when they are engaged in interactions. From this point of view, negative 

evidence, which is referred to incorrect forms that learners produce, thus prompting learners 

to notice the difference between their own utterance and the language native speakers use. 

Furthermore, exposure to interaction potentially creates learners a beneficial environment for 

noticing the discrepancy and modifying their output. When learners’ problematic utterance or 

their incomplete understanding breaks the flow of communication, learners are provided with 

not only feedback from their interlocutors (i.e. native speakers or teachers) but also 

opportunities to modify their utterance or negotiate of meaning. In comparison with 

comprehensible input, the process of interaction appears to be more relevant to learning. This 

claim initiates a variety of studies on describing how conversations between learners and 

native speakers are constituted (Gass and Varonis, 1985; Gass, Mackey, and Pica, 1998). 

Assuming learning can be prompted from interaction, many researchers are also inspired to 

examine how interactional adjustments affect second language acquisition (SLA).   

    In addition to the focus on input, the importance of output has been increasingly 

discussed as well. Although input is influential to SLA, input alone has been appeared to be 

insufficient. With respect to the often-cited research of Anglophone learners in Canadian 

French immersion schools, Swain (1985) finds that there is a mismatch between learners’ L2 

comprehension and production. Therefore, Swain (1985) proposes the Output Hypothesis and 

inspires researchers to consider learners’ production as an integral and active learning process 

instead of a mere reflection of learners’ interlanguage system. Output serves learners as 

language learning functions: (a) testing hypotheses about form and meaning of the target 

language, (b) receiving feedback regarding the confirmation of their hypotheses, (c) 

prompting automaticity in their production, (d) converting their meaning-based production of 

the target language into a syntactic form (Gass, 1997). Therefore, the processing of output 

may attract learners attention either to a difference between their output and the target 

language or a deficiency in their production, thus, facilitating language learning. Moreover, 

modified output, which is learners’ reformulation of their initial utterance regarding the 

feedback, is discussed and investigated to support that learners can benefit from modified 

output through interaction. (e.g. Swain 1985, 1995; McDonough and Mackey 2006).  
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The other component that researchers have been discussed is learners’ attention in 

interaction. With respect to learners’ perception to the targeted form in conversations, 

Schmidt (1990, 1993, 1994, 1995) proposes that two levels of awareness: awareness at the 

level of noticing, which connects to intake, and awareness at the level of understanding, 

which refers to the process of analyzing, comparing, or testing hypotheses about input. Some 

empirical studies have supported that how two levels of awareness affect intake and input of 

written production of target forms (Leow, 1997; Rosa & Leow, 2004; Rosa & O’Neill, 1999; 

Sachs & Suh, 2007). And several empirical studies have found that noticing may be 

beneficial for L2 learners to produce accurate oral and/or written output. For example, Leow 

(1997) investigated noticing may enhance processing and accuracy in L2 learners’ written 

production. Another study conducted by Mackey (2006) shows that learners report more 

noticing develope more L2 learning. These examples above show that noticing the linguistic 

features of the target language may facilitate L2 learning and development. In the reflection 

of learners’ attention and the importance of learners’ modified output, Long (1996) updated 

the Interaction Hypothesis and claimed that examining input, feedback, learners’ internal 

capacities, especially selective attention, and output together has had a great impact on L2 

learning.  

    With respect to the review of interaction research above, it is possible to investigate the 

link between interaction and second language learning through learners’ output and attention. 

Learners can inspect their deficiencies in their production and through the process of noticing 

the feedback involved in interaction; thus, promoting second language acquisition.  

1.2 Motivation 

    As noted above, according to Long (1996), learners can benefit from feedback involved 

in interaction through the process of connecting form and meaning. Corrective feedback 

responded to errors is in particular an important component which leads learners to notice the 

difference between their interlanguage and the target form while learners have 

communicative interaction with their teachers (Long 1996; Gass 1997; Doughty 2001).  
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    Many studies have supported that the effectiveness of corrective feedback has impact on 

L2 learning. However, how corrective feedback affects L2 learning can a measure to probe 

the link between interaction and second language acquisition, furthermore being applied in 

pedagogical implication.  

    The previous studies have investigated the effects of different types of corrective 

feedback on learners’ perception or output (Lyster and Ranta, 1997; Ellis, Basturkmen, and 

Loewen, 2001). However, in the process of interaction, how teachers provide feedback to 

connect form and meaning, leading learners to the mismatch between their utterance and the 

target form or their intended meaning has a great influence on language learning. This current 

study attempts to achieve the goal through classroom observation and transcription analyses. 

With descriptive results, the interactional moves between teachers and learners could present 

and illustrate strategies teachers employ with while creating a beneficial environment for 

learners to notice the feedback and make a reformulation.  

    Second, during interaction, teachers and learners communicate with each other not only 

through interactional feedback but also employ a great amount of communicative information 

or nonverbal behaviors. For example, while teachers attempt to attract learners’ attention, 

they may change their intonation or raise their voice to emphasize the correct form. Also, 

through interaction, gestures or facial expressions may sometimes convey more information 

than oral feedback. These communicative features are called paralinguistic features. Crystal 

(1975) also proposes that paralinguistic features, which refer to the nuances of speakers’ 

utterance and nonverbal behaviors in communication, may connect nonverbal communicative 

information with previous linguistic studies. Based on the essence of communication, 

interlocutors in fact convey their messages through nonverbal behaviors as well. Therefore, 

the study attempts to examine if paralinguistic features involved in interaction affect the 

communication between teachers and learners. 

Moreover, in recent years, synchronous computer-mediated communication (SCMC), 

which refers to simultaneous conversational interaction in virtual context, has been applied in 

pedagogy. More and more researchers are inspired to examine the effects of oral or written 

feedback through SCMC (Choi, 2000; Sachs and Suh, 2007). Therefore, the aim of the 
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current study is to examine interaction between learners and teachers in online settings and 

probe how interaction is related to language learning through online communication.  

1.3 Purpose   

    To explore the relationship between corrective feedback and second language learning, 

this present study examines the following questions:  

1. How does corrective feedback affect learners’ noticing and repair in interaction?   

2. Do paralinguistic features have an influence on interaction between teachers and learners?  

1.4 Definition of terms   

Corrective feedback  

    Corrective feedback refers to a teacher’s move that draw learners’ attention to their 

problematic utterance Paralinguistic features  

    Paralinguistic features can be verbal and nonverbal. Verbal paralinguistic features 

include the nuances of a speaker’s speech, while nonverbal paralinguistic features refer to a 

speaker’s nonverbal communicative behaviors, such as hand gestures, laugh, facial 

expressions, body language, and so on.  

Mandarin tones 

    Mandarin tones are traditionally categorized into four different tones. According to the 

variation of pitch levels in the fundamental vowels, they are Tone 1, High Level, 55, Tone 2, 

High Rising, 35, Tone 3, Dipping, 214, and Tone 4, High Falling, 51 (Chao, 1930).  
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CHAPTER TWO LITERATURE 

REVIEW 

    This chapter contains a literature review of interaction research, corrective feedback, 

Noticing Hypothesis, and their connection with second language acquisition. The first section 

includes research in relation to interaction research. The literature of corrective feedback is 

reviewed in the second section. The general introduction of Noticing Hypothesis and its link 

with second language learning are presented in 2.3. The following section contains the review 

of output research and issues related to learners’ immediate and delayed production. The 

findings of the link between paralinguistic features and communication are presented in 2.5.  

2.1 Input and interaction    

    Interaction studies have achieved a great amount of progress in SLA since 1970s. Hatch 

(1978) proposes that language learning could be developed when learners are engaged in a 

conversation. Long (1981, p.275) hypothesized that “participation in conversation with native 

speakers, made possible through modification of interaction, is the necessary and sufficient 

condition of SLA.” He suggests that because learners could gain linguistic information as 

well as modify their utterance through interaction, interactional adjustments involved in 

interaction itself, are beneficial to language learning. Since then, many studies have been 

conducted to examine how interactional adjustments enhance language acquisition (e.g. Gass 

& Varonis, 1985, 1989; Long, 1980, 1981, 1983a; Pica, 1987, 1988; Pica & Doughty, 1985; 

Pica, Doughty, & Young, 1986; Pica, Young, & Doughty, 1987). The findings suggest that 

interaction provides language learners with input, feedback, and opportunities to modify their 

output, facilitating learners second language acquisition. In the following subsection, the 

issue of how interaction creates beneficial environment for learners to receive input and be 

pushed to make modification is presented with the review of the literature.  
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 2.1.1 Input: positive evidence and negative evidence  

    When it comes to SLA, input is acknowledged to be an important component to learners. 

Long (1996) suggests that positive evidence and negative evidence are the two types of input. 

Positive evidence is input that learners obtain concerning correctness of the target language in 

a natural environment. It can be authentic input, which occurs in natural contexts or modified 

input, which can be found in foreigner talk or teacher talk (Chaudron, 1988). On the other 

hand, negative evidence is a kind of input that does not exist in the target language (Long, 

1996; White, 1990), such as learners’ ungrammatical forms or utterances. Negative evidence 

can lie in explicit or implicit information. Example 1 and Example 2 illustrate explicit 

negative evidence and implicit negative evidence.    

Example 1 

Non-native speaker (NNS): I seed the man.  

 Native speaker (NS): No, we say, “I saw the man.”  

Example 2 

NNS: I seed the man.  

 NS: What?  

   As shown in Example 1, the explicit information provided to the NNS directly refers to 

ungrammaticality of the NS language. In Example 2, the NS responds to ungrammaticality of 

the learner’s utterance implicitly. However, it is possible that the learner would not 

understand the feedback from the NS as a correction.    

  To maintain interaction, language learners attempt to modify their output to solve the 

miscommunication through negotiation of meaning. Interactional feedback from teachers or 

native speakers provides learners with modified input to notice the correct form. Meanwhile, 

learners have opportunities to probe the difference between the correct form and their 

incorrect utterance; thus, modifying their initial utterance. In other words, incomplete 
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understandings resulting from the interaction could be viewed as triggers for learners to 

negotiate for meaning (Veronis & Gass, 1985). As shown in Example 3, from Oliver (1995).  

Example 3 

NS: Where do you put the saucepan?  

  NNS: Saucepan? (pause) Um under the, the first to cook… the food. 

 NS: Under the cooker?  

 NNS: Yep.  

 NS: On the floor?  

 NNS: No, in the cooker. On the cooker.  

The NNS could make modifications due to the information concerning the negotiation. 

The incomplete understanding generates the occurrence of negotiation from the NS. 

Meanwhile the NNS attempts to resolve the communication breakdown through further 

modification. In addition, one clarification request may prompt another negotiation. The issue 

that learners receive information to notice the target form can be related to the question of 

negative evidence, referring to the input that learners receive in accordance with their 

incorrect utterances.  

2.1.2 Interaction and L2 learning  

    In language learning classroom, form-focused instruction is a common issue discussed 

with L2 learning. Long (1998) proposed that the moves involved in interaction are directed to 

raise learners’ awareness of forms, including “briefly drawing students’ attention to linguistic 

elements (words, collocations, grammatical structures, pragmatic patterns, and so on), in 

context, as they arise incidentally in lessons whose overriding focus is on meaning, or 

communication” (Long 1998:40).  

    In interaction, the forms of negotiation for meaning have been referred to as “three Cs”: 

confirmation checks, comprehension checks, and clarification requests (Long, 1996).   
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(1) Confirmation check is used to indicate whether an utterance has been correctly 

understood. For example, “Is this what you mean?”  

(2) Comprehension check is used to confirm that the speaker has been understood. For 

example, “Do you understand?” or “Do you mean this?” 

(3) Clarification request is used to obtain a better understanding of an interlocutor’s utterance. 

For example, “What did you say?”  

    In the discussion in Long and Sato (1983), these three questioning behaviors are in 

accordance with interlocutors’ initial utterances. A speaker can use a comprehension check to 

confirm if a message is received correctly to a listener. A confirmation check can allow the 

speaker to correctly interpret response by the listener with a positive answer while a 

clarification request is used to meet the same purpose with more open-ended answers. These 

questioning behaviors can be described as a detector of interaction or negotiation between 

learners and teachers. Therefore, studies are conducted to investigate if these types of 

questioning behaviors in interaction facilitate acquisition (Long and Sato, 1983; Pica and 

Long 1986; Ellis 1985). The findings of Pica and Doughty (1985) also showed that more 

these questioning types in the teacher-fronted activity compared with the group activity in 

classroom, had more input and more utterances corrected by interlocutors.  

2.2 Corrective feedback  

    According to Long (1996), the development of language learning through interaction 

cannot be achieved by simply participating in a conversation. Learners also need to develop 

both their accurate language skills and their ability to convey meaning. Among the elements 

of interaction, corrective feedback that connects form and meaning has been considered 

crucial and influential on second language acquisition by providing learners with both 

positive and negative evidence.  

    In recent years, the effectiveness of different types of corrective feedback on learning 

has increasingly attracted many researchers’ attention. For example, Mackey and Philp 
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(1998) conducted research to examine the effects of recasts on L2 development. The findings 

of their research suggested that recasts involved in task-based interaction improved learners’ 

production of more advanced question forms. Sheen (2004) investigated the efficacy of 

corrective feedback and learner uptake. The findings of the study suggested that corrective 

feedback was associated with learners’ development of second language through examining 

learner’s perception to the feedback and repair. In addition, Mackey’s study (2000) 

investigated the link between interactional feedback and noticing.   

   Intensive discussion on corrective feedback provide findings for not only theory building 

but also pedagogical recommendations. However, researchers have not reached an agreement 

on which type of corrective feedback is the most effective on acquisition. Long (1996) 

suggests that the saliency of the positive evidence provided by recasts is the best. On the 

other hand, Lyster (2004) claims that prompts spurring modified output provide learners 

more opportunities to receive target-like linguistic forms. Ellis, Loewen and Erlam (2006) 

proposes that explicit corrective feedback is more likely to facilitate learners recognize the 

mismatch between their production and the target forms than implicit feedback.   

    As can be seen above, corrective feedback is an important issue in interaction research. 

The current study aims to probe the relationship between corrective feedback and second 

language acquisition in online interactions. Therefore, the literature of types of corrective 

feedback, the effectiveness of corrective feedback, and the importance of corrective feedback 

in pedagogical implication are reviewed in the following subsections.   

2.2.1 Types of corrective feedback    

    The most often-cited and comprehensive taxonomy of corrective feedback has been 

provided by Lyster and Ranta (1997). They collect data from six French immersion 

classrooms. With their analysis of 18.3 hours of classroom interaction, the teachers’ moves 

are categorized into six types presented below.  

    a. Explicit correction refers to the explicit provision of the correct form. The teacher first 

clearly points out a student’s incorrect utterance and later provides the correct form. For 
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instance, “Oh, you mean…,” “You should say…” 

    b. Recasts refers to the teacher’s reformulation of all or part of a student’s utterance 

replacing the error with the correct form. Reformulation included teacher’s moves of 

paraphrasing (Spada and FrÖ hlich, 1995), repetition with change and emphasis (Chaudron, 

1977), and translations (Lyster and Ranta, 1995). Translations are included in recasts for two 

reasons. First, translation occurs infrequently, and second, the function of translation is the 

same as recasts (Lyster & Ranta, 1995).  

    c. Clarification requests refers to the teacher’s indication to the student’s utterance that is 

misunderstood or ill-formed in some way. When a clarification request occurs, it follows a 

student’s error. A clarification request usually involves phrases such as “Pardon me” or 

“What do you mean by X?”  

    d. Metalinguistic feedback refers to either comments, information or questions involved 

with a student’s utterance without explicit correction. The metalinguistic comments from a 

teacher indicate a student’s problematic utterance but attempt to derive information from the 

student. Metalinguistic information generally contains grammatical forms, such as “It’s 

masculine,” or a word definition concerning lexical errors. Metalinguistic questions may 

include the error but prompt a student to answer with information, such as “Is it feminine?”  

    e. Elicitation refers to the techniques that teachers use to directly elicit the correct form 

from the student. The techniques teachers may use are (a) strategically pausing to prompt 

students to complete the correct form, (b) providing metalinguistic information such as “No, 

not that. It’s a…” (c) or repeating inaccurate form to attract students’ attention to the correct 

one. In addition, teachers may use questions to evoke correct forms, such as “How do we say 

X in …?” Moreover, teachers may occasionally request students to modify their utterance.  

    f. Repetition indicates that the teachers repeat the student’s problematic utterance. The 

teachers frequently emphasize the incorrectness with a different intonation.  

    With regard to forms of feedback, they can be implicit feedback and explicit feedback. 

Implicit feedback refers to forms of feedback that draw learner’s attention to meaning and 

form simultaneously, such as clarification requests and recasts. Explicit feedback, on the 
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other hand, means forms of feedback that evoke learner’s attention to form, but not 

necessarily concerning meaning, for example metalinguistic feedback.  

    Moreover, at one level, feedback can be defined depending on who performs the repair, 

either other-repair or self-repair (Schegloff, Jefferson, and Sacks, 1977). In other-repair, a 

teacher provides a learner with the accurate form, while in self-repair, learners are prompted 

to produce the correct form.   

    As for the link between corrective feedback and learners’ repair, recasts, metalinguistic 

feedback, and clarification requests are the three types often discussed. They occur relatively 

frequently; however, they differ in explicitness and they represent different types of offering 

other-repair or allowing self-repair. Recasts, as an implicit form of feedback, are argued to be 

effective on language learning for the reasons: (a) they do not interrupt communication, (b) 

they are in accordance with learners’ errors, and (c) they juxtapose learners’ incorrect form 

with the correct form. (Long 1996; Long and Robinson 1998; Nicholas, Lightbown, and 

Spada, 2001). However, due to the implicitness, recasts may not be noticed depending on 

whether they (a) are related to one or more errors, (b) are segmented or whole, (c) with or 

without additional prosodic stress, (d) occur with other feedback moves (Loewen and Philp, 

2006).  

   Metalinguistic feedback, on the other hand, is considered as more explicit indication as to 

learners’ errors (Lyster and Ranta, 1997; Ellis, R, Loewen, and Erlam 2006). However, 

metalinguistic feedback does not provide the correct form. Therefore, learners are prompted 

to use the metalinguistic information and generate the correct form on their own.  

   Clarification requests, unlike metalinguistic feedback is acknowledged as more implicit. 

Clarification requests usually has a dual function of clarifying meaning and prompting self-

repair (Lyster & Ranta, 1997; Ellis, R., Basturkmen, & Loewen, 2001; Lyster, 2004). 

2.2.2 The effectiveness of corrective feedback   

    Corrective feedback has been advocated to be effective for SLA because it provides 
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learners opportunities to pay attention to form as well as meaning (for example, Long 1996). 

Many researchers have conducted studies to investigate the effects of different types of 

corrective feedback. For example, Doughty and Verla (1998) showed recasts, which included 

a recast and a repetition of learners’ problematic utterance, to be more effective on learning 

than no feedback. Another study by Mackey and Philp (1998) investigated the impact of 

recasts on learning with regard to learners’ acquisition of question forms. The result of their 

study showed that recasts had a positive effect on learning advanced question forms, while 

other implicit feedback (i.e. negotiation for meaning) was less effective. A study by Iwashita 

(2003) indicated a link between exposure to implicit corrective feedback and particularly 

recasts and measurable acquired two grammatical structures in L2 Japanese. Sanz and 

Morgan-Short (2004) also suggested that explicit corrective feedback may be more effective 

than implicit corrective feedback.  

Another aspect of corrective feedback studies is related to learners’ noticing of 

feedback. It has been argued that if feedback is in lack of saliency, it is unlikely to facilitate 

learners’ L2 development. Compared with studies in highly controlled laboratory contexts, 

the form and meaning of the feedback may compete for learner’s attention when studies are 

conducted in “noisier” classroom settings (Lyster and Ranta, 1997). However, even if 

learners do not recognize the specific forms of the corrective feedback, it cannot be 

concluded that the feedback will not impact learning (Mackey, Gass, and McDonough 2000). 

For example, the effects of recasts may be delayed on learners (Long, 2007).    

The common measures to examine the effectiveness of corrective feedback on language 

acquisition are stimulated recall, think-aloud protocols, and uptake. Stimulated recall is a 

technique used by researchers to elicit thoughts from participants at the time they performed a 

task and engaged in an event (Mackey et al, 2000). Think-aloud protocols, also 

acknowledged as concurrent protocols, involve prompting participants verbalize their 

thoughts as they complete an activity. (Bowles, 2010). In Lyster and Ranta’s study (1997), 

uptake refers to a learner’s immediate utterance following the teacher’s feedback. Learner 

uptake reveals whether a learner notices the teacher’s feedback and how he or she responds to 

the feedback. There are two types of learner uptake: (a) uptake with-repair: a learner’s 
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response that results in repair of error with which the feedback concerned and (b) uptake 

needs-repair: a learner’s response that results in an utterance that remained problematic.   

    As seen above, learner uptake can be considered as an indicator of potential acquisition. 

The study of Ellis et al. (2001) showed that learner uptake could be used to detect potential 

acquisition whereas learner’s repair did not assure acquisition. However, language acquisition 

is a long process of development. To investigate the effectiveness of corrective feedback, 

researchers must demonstrate that any effect is sustained in subsequent development. 

(Lightbown, 2000). Therefore, learner uptake is the measure adopted in the current study.  

2.2.3 Corrective feedback in language pedagogy  

    Pedagogically, corrective feedback is viewed as important in interaction between 

teachers and learners. Corrective feedback serves as immediate response to learners’ errors as 

well as creates a beneficial environment for learners to notice form and meaning (for 

example, Gass 1997; Doughty 2001).  

The review of research on L2 feedback by Hendrickson (1978) presents the issue of 

feedback as error correction. He suggests that five central questions about corrective 

feedback adopted in pedagogy, especially in association with error correction.   

    1. Should learners’ errors be corrected?  

    2. When should learners’ errors be corrected?  

    3. Which errors should be corrected?  

    4. How should errors be corrected?  

    5. Who should do the correcting?  

    Among these five questions, how errors should be corrected is respectively related to the 

discussion in this study. The interlocutors’ response to communication breakdowns is related 

to how teachers employ corrective feedback and if learners pays attention to the feedback. 

Hendrickson (1978) identifies the strategies for correcting oral errors in his seminal article. 
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Over time, these error treatments have included:  

    a. Questioning the learner refers to the move that the teacher requests the learner with a 

question, such as “Is that correct?” – Harmer (1983, p.63).  

    b. Direct indication refers to the move that the teacher points out the error directly. – 

Scrivener (2005, p.300).  

    c. Requesting clarification. For example, the teacher requests clarification check. – 

Hedge (2000, p.291) 

    d. Requesting repetition refers to the move that the teacher requests a learner to repeat 

his or her initial utterance. – Harmer (1983, p. 62) 

    e. Echoing refers to the move that the teacher may repeat the learner’s utterance with a 

questioning intonation. – Harmer (1983, p.62) 

    f. Using gesture refers to the move that the teacher moves his or her hand to indicate an 

error. – Hedge (2000, p. 291)  

    g. Modelling refers to the move that the teacher presents the learner the acceptable 

linguistic form. – Ur (1996, p. 249) 

    h. Discuss the error refers to the move that the teacher writes the problematic sentence 

on the board for discussion. – Scrivener (2005, p. 301)   

2.2.4 Existing Chinese-teaching studies of corrective feedback  

    Huang (2008) examines the link between teachers’ beliefs and teachers’ practice of 

corrective feedback in Chinese-teaching classroom. She investigates teachers’ beliefs of 

corrective feedback through classroom observation and semi-structured interview with 

teachers. The findings of her studies suggest that it is important for learners to notice their 

errors as well as for teachers to practice error correction consciously.  

    Lin (2009) investigates the effects of corrective feedback through perspectives of both 
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teachers and learners. The results show that (a) error treatments should be carried out 

depending on levels of students’ proficiency, (b) half of the students find it difficult to accept 

peer correction and teachers should encourage students appropriately, (c) types of classroom 

activities affect correction timing, (d) with regard to correction strategies and reinforcement 

techniques, teachers and students have different preference for phonological, lexical, and 

grammatical error treatments. In addition, the study suggests that training on error correction 

should receive sufficient attention. Moreover, Lin also proposes that “error correction 

toolbox” could be an aid for teachers to perform different error treatments.  

    Both studies were conducted in classroom settings. Due to the rising of computer-

mediated communication in pedagogical application, how corrective feedback is provided in 

online teaching settings is examined in the present study. Although the studies on error 

treatments were investigated from different perspectives (all teachers versus teachers-

students), the results of the link between corrective feedback and learners’ responses may 

show differently through interaction analysis.  

2.3 Noticing Hypothesis  

    Schmidt (1990, 2001) proposes that Noticing Hypothesis is to address the relationship 

between the role of attention and the construction of awareness in second language input 

processing. According to Schmidt, to learn second language, the linguistic feature of L2 must 

be noticed with a low level of awareness by learners. (1994: 166). Based on his own 

Portuguese learning experiences, a detailed analysis of his own output, the input he received 

in the classroom, and the notes in his diary showed that being taught a form was not 

sufficient; noticing to the form as to render it appear into his production. (Schmidt & Frota, 

1986). The earlier version of Noticing Hypothesis (Schmidt 1990, 1993, 1994, 1995) claimed 

that noticing is a necessary condition for learning. However, subsequently, Schmidt (2001) 

modified the claim by suggesting that the more learners notice to the form, the more they can 

learn. He also carefully distinguishes the consciousness at the level of noticing from 

understanding. Thus, noticing a linguistic rule in the input is very different and does not 
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conclude a conscious representation of the underlying rule. With respect to Schmidt’s 

Noticing Hypothesis, many studies are conducted to investigate the role of noticing played in 

SLA research (Mackey et al, 2000; Egi, 2007).  

2.3.1 Different types of noticing   

    The concept of Schmidt’s noticing has been paid attention to in second language 

acquisition literature. According to Schmidt (2001), noticing the gap between learners’ 

production and the form of target language affects learners’ L2 learning. However, over time, 

there are different interpretations of noticing the gap in second language acquisition research.   

(1) Noticing form-meaning-function relationships  

   Noticing here refers to noticing form, the meaning of the form, and the context of the 

form. In other words, learners notice the form, the meaning that it conveys, and the function 

that it has.   

(2) Noticing the difference between the learner’s interlanguage and target language  

   In the past, noticing of form may be selective, which means that learners notice part of 

what they could process to acquire the form. Noticing the gap means noticing the difference 

between the way learners use the language and how native speakers convey the same 

meaning. Therefore, it may be considered to notice more than form of the target language 

when learners notice the difference between their interlanguage and the target language.   

(3) Noticing a hole  

    Noticing a hole was first proposed by Swain (1998). He proposes that when learners 

attempt to express an idea, they possibly notice their lack of vocabulary or grammar rules to 

produce an output. However, this type of noticing is more likely referred to learners’ 

interlanguage instead of the input in the target language. Although this type of noticing by 

itself does not facilitate language acquisition, in the process of searching for what is missing 

in the interlanguage system, learners may be prompted to notice the form they receive in the 
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input.  

(4) Noticing in one’s ability 

    When learners attempt to express an idea and notice that they have no support from their 

interlanguage system, learners may reflect on their own ability and notice the missing piece 

in their interlanguage system.  

2.3.2 Noticing, interaction, and second language learning  

    Long (1996) claims that selective attention has been connected with the second language 

acquisition process. Accordingly, interactional feedback, such as negotiation of meaning, 

provides learners with opportunities to notice the mismatch between the target input and their 

interlanguage form while supplying time for learners to produce modified output. Gass and 

Varonis (1994) suggest that the perception of the mismatch may lead learners to reformulate 

grammar restructuring or to select a new lexical item, thus promoting the development of 

second language. Therefore, this claim has been investigated in several empirical studies (e.g. 

Leow 1997, 2000). Recently, the findings of Sakai’s study (2011) demonstrates that it is more 

likely that noticing occurs following corrective feedback. In Sakai’s study, there were two 

groups of participants. A communicative task was performed by both groups. During the task, 

one group of participants would receive recasts of errors while there were no corrections 

provided to the other group. Participants in the recast group noticed the target form 21.6% of 

the time. On the other hand, the no-feedback group very rarely noticed the target form during 

the task. The result suggested that noticing occurred more in the condition of corrective 

feedback, thus providing support for the connection between noticing, interaction, and second 

language learning. These results are echoed in learners’ perception about interaction and 

encourage researchers to explore the relationship between the effects of feedback and second 

language development.  
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2.4 Output in interaction research      

2.4.1 Modified output  

    Comprehension is considered as a major component in SLA research. However, input 

alone is not sufficient for acquisition. The findings of Swain’s 1985 studies showed that the 

lack of productive use of French in immersion children resulted in low proficiency. Swain 

(1985) proposes that the role of output is crucial in the development of a second language.  

    In interaction research, output refers to as modified utterance, namely the output 

produced in response to feedback. Modified output is regarded to enhance L2 development in 

various ways (Swain, 1985; R. Ellis and He, 1999; McDonough and Mackey, 2006). For 

example, learners are prompted to modify their initial utterance to reach an acceptable level 

of understanding with native speakers by producing more accurate, appropriate, and 

comprehensible linguistic output. In the processes of reformulation, learners are encouraged 

to examine their own interlanguage and facilitate their development of learning. While 

producing modified output, learners are provided with opportunities not only to enhance their 

proficiency and automaticity, but also test hypothesis about the second language. In addition, 

when learners attempt to produce output, they may reflect on their own interlanguage system, 

possibly noticing the deficiencies of their own.  

    Some research also examined learners’ immediate feedback in classroom settings, often 

regarding this type of output as ‘uptake’ (Lyster and Ranta, 1997). Uptake has been referred 

to ‘a student’s utterance immediately following the teacher’s feedback.’ However, uptake 

may be simple responses, such as “OK.” Moreover, an immediate response may or may not 

be permanent restructuring of learner’s modification. Also, it is possible that instant response 

may be mimicry. On the other hand, when learners do not instantly produce modified output, 

it does not mean that they will not experience delayed effects from corrective feedback.  
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2.4.2 Immediate effects and delayed effects    

    During interaction, corrective feedback is considered to prompt learners’ noticing to the 

discrepancy between the target form and their own utterance. Thus, modifying their output to 

be closer to the target form. Much of the empirical research has explored the amount and 

types of learners’ modified output following various types of feedback (e.g. Pica 1988; Pica, 

Holliday, Lewis, and Morgenthaler 1989).   

    Learners’ uptake has been considered a detector of whether the learner noticed the 

feedback. Also, learners’ output has been also an important indicator to examine the effects 

of corrective feedback on learners’ learning. However, the effects of form-focused instruction 

may not immediately be manifested in learners’ performance. Lightbown (1985) proposes 

that although instruction may not generate immediate acquisition of one specific form, it may 

foster learners’ conscious of a specific form that can be applied subsequently. Moreover, 

Mackey and Philp (1998) suggested immediate responses might not represent a direct link to 

second language learning. For example, Gass (2003) indicated, immediate learner responses 

may be mimicry instead of a representation of actual learning. It is important to consider 

whether learners benefit from the feedback provided to them, thus further facilitating second 

language learning as a stable developmental process (Mackey and Philp, 1998). Most of the 

time, learners produce delayed modified output or response to feedback in subsequent turns. 

For instance, McDonough and Mackey (2006) indicated that learners could produce a 

modified output without in an immediate response to a corrective feedback. Although the 

learners perceived the feedback, an instant improvement was not manifested in their 

reformulation. Nonetheless, they were able to produce delayed output modification in 

subsequent turns. These results indicate that the absence of immediate output modification 

does not suggest a failure to learn. On the other hand, feedback involved in the interaction 

provides learners with conscious understanding of the focused form, thus developing their 

interlanguage system over time. The improvement was not immediately created, instead, was 

accumulated during the development of second language acquisition and manifested in 

subsequent consequence. Many researchers have also noted the influence of exploring 
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learners’ relative rates of modified output (Oliver 1995, 1998, 2000; Oliver and Mackey 

2003).  

     The findings of the research above suggest that the provision of learners’ delayed 

modification can be salient to second language acquisition. In order to explore this question, 

this present study not only examines learners’ immediate response but also presents the 

finding of learners’ delayed modification in subsequent turns. 

2.5 Paralinguistic features   

    In general, most of SLA research has been discussed from verbal aspects of language 

learning. In fact, communication is conveyed largely nonverbally. More than a set of 

linguistic rules, language is also embodied (Poyatos, 1980). However, several studies have 

probed the role of nonverbal activities, mainly gestures in second language learners’ speech. 

For example, the study related to dyadic interaction between native and nonnative speakers 

(McCafferty, 2002).  

    Paralinguistics refers to the study of paralanguage and was proposed by George L. 

Trager in the 1950s. Paralanguage is defined as a component of meta-communication which 

may be expressed consciously or unconsciously. Initially, paralanguage discusses utterances 

or speech signals from four aspects: perspective aspects, organic aspects, expressive aspects, 

and linguistic aspects. Among these aspects, paralinguistic features are included in expressive 

aspects. From the view of expressive aspects, speech in human communication is modulated 

with paralinguistic properties. The speech a speaker attempts to convey could be affected by 

the nuances of the speaker’s utterance. In other words, the same speech with different 

intonations or volume of utterances can be conveyed or expressed differently. The nuances of 

voice or speech signals can be listed as follows:  

(1) Intonation: rising or falling intonation  

(2) Pitch: high or low pitch  

(3) Rhythm: the speaking speed 
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(4) Loudness: the volume of utterance   

    Later, paralanguage developed Kinesics. Kinesics refers to the study of hand, body, and 

face movements. From then on, paralinguistic features are employed with nonverbal 

elements, including gestures, body language and postures, facial expressions, eye contact, 

laugh, and so on. 

    Crystal (1975: 164) states that Paralanguage can be a connection between non-linguistic 

communication behaviors and traditional verbal linguistic studies. In classroom, the use of 

paralinguistic features may assist teachers to convey meanings faster without first language. 

Gregersen (2007) also argues that paralinguistic features compensate verbal behaviors and 

facilitate effective communication between teachers, learners, and contexts. Some studies 

indicate benefits of teachers’ and learners’ gestures and nonverbal communicative behaviors 

as part of second language learning experience. (Allen, 2000; Chamberlin-Quinlisk, C. 

(2008); McCafferty, 2002; Faraco & Kida, 2008; Haught & McCafferty, 2008; Platt & 

Brooks, 2008; Sime, 2006, 2008) 
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CHAPTER THREE RESEARCH 

METHOD 

    The method employed in the current study is elaborated in this chapter. The research 

procedure is illustrated in section 3.1. In section 3.2, the information of participants is 

presented. What follows in section 3.3 is the material and the instruments used in the 

research. Section 3.4 specifies the detail of the data collection procedure. The data analysis 

and coding are presented in section 3.5.  

3.1 Research Procedure     

    The method used in the current study includes classroom observation, questionnaires, 

interviews, and transcriptions analysis. I aimed to document and analyze the online 

interaction between learners and teachers, attempting to reveal effects of interactional moves 

among them. The research procedure is illustrated in detail below.  

    I had participated in online interaction sessions with Chinese learners since I rolled in 

graduate courses of Chinese as a Second Language at National Taiwan Normal University 

(NTNU). In the process of conducting online sessions, the interaction between learners and 

teachers drew my attention to the interaction research. After reviewing the literature 

discussed about input, interaction, output, I aimed to investigate how engaging in interaction 

with teachers affects learners’ second language acquisition, especially corrective feedback. 

To distinguish from the previous studies, the data were related to online interaction and 

features of paralinguistic information (i.e. intonation, pitch, hand gestures, facial expressions, 

etc.) in interaction were observed and transcribed. Furthermore, to reveal how teachers 

provide feedback and how learners respond, the entire interaction episodes were documented 

and presented in the study.  
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   The data of the current study were collected from the project, The Professional 

Development of Online Chinese Language Teaching and Teacher Education Models, which 

was conducted by Professor Chin-Chin, Tseng. The videotapes were transcribed and analyzed 

by the researcher. While analyzing the findings of the data, the researcher collected opinions 

and advice from experienced teachers who have experience of teaching Chinese more than 5 

years and peers who have received training or courses of teaching Chinese as a second 

language. Meanwhile, the questionnaires, classroom observations, transcriptions, and 

interviews were adopted to strength the reliability and validity of the current study.  

    To answer the research questions, the researcher described the trends of online 

interaction and attempted to reveal the link between interaction and second language 

learning. Last but not the least, based on the findings of the current study, the suggestion for 

pedagogical implication and future study is presented in Chapter Five.   

3.2 Participants   

    The participants included 5 learners of Chinese enrolled in Masaryk University in Czech 

Republic, and 5 Mandarin Chinese native speakers. The learners majored in Chinese. The 

material they used in regular class was Integrated Chinese. They finished Integrated Chinese 

Level one and while practicing in the online interactive session, they were in the process of 

Integrated Chinese Level Two. They spoke Czech, Slovak, or English. All the learners were 

between 19 and 22 years of age. Among the participants, one had visited China for three 

weeks. Others had no experience of visiting or living in Chinses-speaking region.  

Mandarin Chinese teachers were the students in the graduate institute of Chinses as a 

Second Language in NTNU. They were in the first year of graduate courses of teaching 

Chinese as a Second language. All the teachers were from Taiwan. They were between 23 

and 25 years of age. Three of them had experience of conducting online interaction with 

Chinese learners before the data collection.  

    The total of the online interactive sessions were four times. Basically, the teacher and 

the learner conducted the online sessions once a week, 30 to 40 minutes each session. The 
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teacher and the student were assigned in a dyad, for example, Teacher 1-Learner 1, and so on.  

In the session, there was an assistant offering help when technique problems or incidents 

occurred. However, the assistant did not interfere or interrupt the interaction until being 

required from the teacher.  

3.3 Materials   

    The online interactive sessions between the learners and the teachers were conducted 

and recorded on the online platform Zoom. The data of the online interactive sessions used in 

the current study were related to the topic of Mandarin Tones. The teaching material of the 

topic was the song called, Sorry. My Chinese isn’t so good. The lyrics were presented below:   

對不起，我的中文不好，對不起對不起，我不知道你說什麼！ 

Sorry, my Chinese isn’t so good. Sorry, Sorry. I don’t know what you are talking about.  

對不起，我的中文不好，對不起對不起，我只想跟你當朋友！ 

Sorry, my Chinese isn’t so good. Sorry, Sorry. I just want to be your friend.  

Hello 你好嗎？你的英文很好聽！你是美國人嗎？ 

Hello How are you? Your English is good. Are you American?  

並不是美國人，我是一位英國紳士！ 

No, I’m not American. I’m an English gentleman.  

如果你專心聽，你會了解我！ 

If you listen to me carefully, you’ll understand me.  

對不起我的中文不好，對不起對不起，我不知道你說什麼！ 

Sorry, my Chinese isn’t so good. Sorry, Sorry. I don’t know what you are talking about. 

對不起我的中文不好，對不起對不起，我只想跟你當朋友！ 

Sorry, my Chinese isn’t so good. Sorry, Sorry. I just want to be your friend. 
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歡迎光臨！裡面坐，先生你要吃什麼？ 

Welcome! Come sit inside. Sir, what would you like?  

我要睡覺。 

I want to sleep.  

你很累是不是？ 

You’re tired, aren’t you?  

我不累我肚子很餓！ 

I’m not tired. I’m very hungry.  

我想要吃水餃，請你快點做！ 

I want to have some dumplings. Please hurry up.  

對不起我的中文不好，對不起對不起，我不知道你說什麼！ 

Sorry, my Chinese isn’t so good. Sorry, Sorry. I don’t know what you are talking about. 

對不起我的中文不好，對不起對不起，我只想跟你當朋友！ 

Sorry, my Chinese isn’t so good. Sorry, Sorry. I just want to be your friend. 

沒關係我的中文進步了，沒關係沒關係，我還要跟你當朋友！ 

It’s OK. My Chinese improved. It’s OK. It’s OK. I still want to be your friend.  

沒關係我的中文進步了，沒關係沒關係，我還要跟你當朋友！ 

It’s OK. My Chinese improved. It’s OK. It’s OK. I still want to be your friend. 

沒關係我的中文進步了，沒關係沒關係，我還要跟你當朋友！ 

It’s OK. My Chinese improved. It’s OK. It’s OK. I still want to be your friend. 

沒關係我的中文進步了，沒關係沒關係，我還要跟你當朋友！ 

It’s OK. My Chinese improved. It’s OK. It’s OK. I still want to be your friend.  
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    The teachers prepared for the online sessions based on the song and materials related to 

Mandarin tones. They offered the learners the lyrics or the music video before the session and 

discussed with the learner about expectation or presentation of the sessions.   

Every session was conducted on Zoom, an online platform. Several features of Zoom 

provided the conduction of online interactive sessions with good quality. First, the interaction 

can be videotaped with HD video and good quality audio. Second, the function of screen 

sharing provides synchronous information and clear presentation of teaching materials. Third, 

the inserted toolbox and interactive features included typing, writing with different colors or 

pens, pointing with arrows improve interaction between interlocutors. Figure 1 below 

presented the layout of Zoom.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 Figure 1 The layout of Zoom 

3.4 Data collection procedure   

    The data of the current study were mainly collected from questionnaires, classroom 

observation, transcriptions, and interviews. According to the process of the study, the data 

collection procedure is presented below.  

The researcher was an intern as a Chinese teaching assistant at Masaryk University 

while Professor Chin-Chin Tseng cooperated with Masaryk University with the project, The 

Professional Development of Online Chinese Language Teaching and Teacher Education 

Models. The researcher was honored to participate in the project and coordinate the detail of 
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online interactive sessions with the Chinese learners at Masaryk University, assisting them 

when they had difficulties conducting the online sessions.  

Background questionnaires  

The participants of the current study filled in the questionnaire (see questionnaires in 

Appendix 1 and 2), which included age, education level, language skills, and personal or 

professional experience. The questionnaires enabled us to verify the participants’ 

background.  

Classroom observation and transcriptions   

After the online sessions, the researcher collected the videotapes from the teachers at 

NTNU and observed the interaction between teachers and learners. The videotapes were 30-

40 minutes. Meanwhile, the researcher transcribed the videotapes, recording verbal and non-

verbal information in the interaction. The words in the transcriptions were 3849-4733. Next, 

the researcher analyzed the transcriptions through conversational analysis. In the process of 

analyzing the data, the researcher asked advice from experienced teachers and made 

adjustment involving analytic perspectives or coding.  

Interviews 

After completing classroom observation and transcribing, the researcher interviewed six 

teachers who have had Chinese teaching experience. The purpose of the interviews was to 

obtain opinions and suggestion from experienced Chinese teachers and to examine the link 

between interaction and learning from different perspectives. Each interview lasted for 45 

minutes to an hour. The interviewees watched the selected clips of the videotapes in our data 

and answered interview questions (See interview questions in Appendix 4).  

3.5 Data analysis  

The data of the current study were collected from classroom observation, videotapes of 

online sessions, interviews with Chinese teaching teachers. After watching videotapes and 

observing the online sessions, the researcher selected the second session, Sorry. My Chinese 
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is not good and the topic of Mandarin tones. While transcribing, the researcher adopted the 

coding convention of conversational analysis to record verbal and nonverbal communicative 

behaviors involved in interaction. In the process of coding and analyzing, the researcher 

reviewed the literature of interaction research and second language acquisition. Moreover, I 

discussed with experienced teachers or peers that have received professional and academic 

courses of teaching Chinese as a second language while encountering difficulties defining or 

analyzing.  

In the following subsections, the analyses and coding used in the current study were 

presented: (1) the analyses of the interactional moves, (2) the introduction of conversational 

analysis adopted in transcription analysis, and (3) the coding of the interaction data.  

3.5.1 Analyses of interactional moves  

   To investigate the link between interaction and learning, the data of the online interaction 

are analyzed and illustrated in Figure 2.  

   The analysis structure used in the current study shared features with a language-related 

episode (LRE) as a coding scheme of interactional moves, which was adopted in studies by 

Sato & Lyster (2007), Varonis and Gass (1985), Pica et al. (1996). LREs in Williams’ (1995: 

595) definition: ‘discourse in which the learners talk or ask about language, or question, 

implicitly or explicitly, their own language use or that of others’ (See also Swain and Lapkin, 

1998). Swain and Lapkin (2001:104) defined that LREs ‘entail discussion of meaning or 

form, but may emphasize one of these more than the other.’ And Sato & Lyster (2007: 128) 

identified LREs ‘in which an interlocutor gives feedback to the speaker reacting to message 

comprehensibility and/or grammatical accuracy unintentionally or intentionally, and the 

speaker responds to the feedback implicitly or explicitly.’ In the present study, the analysis 

structure is defined from communication breakdowns resulted from phonological, lexical, 

grammatical inaccuracy or incomprehensibility, feedback, and responses. In addition, the 

delayed effects on learners’ response were recorded as well. The structure of interactional 

moves is illustrated in Figure 2. 
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Figure 2 The analysis of interactional moves  

3.5.2 Conversational Analysis 

Recently, conversational analysis (CA) is considered as means of understanding how 

language is used and is acquired during the interaction (Firth and Wagner, 1997). In addition, 

through conversational analysis, the interaction is viewed as the collaborative communication 

constructed by both learners and native speakers (Liddicoat, 1997). In terms of conversational 

analysis, learners are considered to equally and successfully deploy all verbal and nonverbal 

communicative resources to maintain the interaction with native speakers. Furthermore, 

through conversational analysis, the interaction is recorded and transcribed subsequently, 

If delayed effects shown in subsequent interaction  

Communication breakdowns resulted from inaccuracy or incomprehensibility are 

divided into phonological, lexical, and grammatical. 

Teacher’s interactional moves  

⚫ How to provide corrective feedback 

⚫ If paralinguistic features involve 

Learner’s interactional moves   

⚫ Uptake with repair   

⚫ If paralinguistic features involve 

 

Learner’s interactional moves   

⚫ Uptake needs-repair  

⚫ No-uptake  

⚫ If paralinguistic features involve 

 

Teacher’s interactional moves  

⚫ How to prompt learner uptake or repair  

⚫ If paralinguistic features involve 
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providing a clear observation of the link between learners’ response to corrective feedback 

from teachers. 

    As noted above, the purpose of the current study to examine the interaction between 

learners and teachers can be presented from a different perspective through CA. First, CA 

presents clear interaction between learners and teachers with verbal and nonverbal 

information. Moreover, the process from input to output is clearly presented and easily 

analyzed. The transcription of CA convention in current study is presented below.  

Table 1 Transcription of conversational analysis convention  

Coding  Description  

. falling intonation 

? rising intonation 

↑ rise in pitch 

underlining stress 

CAPITALS increased volume 

(ha)/(heh) laugh 

> < talk inside is spoken at higher speed than the surrounding talk 

< > talk inside is spoken at lower speed than the surrounding talk 

(.) a pause less than one second 

(.1) a pause for one second 

(( )) nonverbal activities 

3.5.3 Coding     

The coding used in the current study is presented below. Table 3 shows the description 

and example of communication breakdowns resulted from learners’ inaccurate utterances or 

incomprehensibility. The description and example of corrective feedback are shown in Table 

4. The description and example of learners’ response to corrective feedback are found in 

Table 5. The description and example of paralinguistic features used in the current study are 

illustrated in Table 6.  
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Table 2 Description and example of communication breakdowns  

Types of 

communication 

breakdowns  

Description  Example  

Phonological   phonological inaccuracy or 

incomprehensibility  

Learner(L): Huānyíng 

*kuāng lín   

Lexical   lexical inaccuracy or 

incomprehensibility 

Teacher(T): Chīguò shuǐjiǎo 

ma?  

L: Wǒ méi chīguò *shuǐguǒ  

T: Zhīdào huānyíng guānglín 

shì shénmo yìsi ma?  

L: Wǒ bù zhīdào.   

Grammatical   grammatical inaccuracy or 

incomprehensibility 

T: Chīguò wǔfànle ma?  

L: *Méi chīguò   

Table 3 Description and example of corrective feedback   

Types of 

corrective 

feedback 

Description  Example  

Explicit 

correction 

Indicate the incorrectness and provide 

the correct form  

L: Huānyíng kuāng lín  

T: Kuāng is not correct.  

You should say guāng.  

Recasts Replace incorrectness with 

reformulation of all or part of learner’s 

problematic utterance, including 

paraphrasing or translation  

L: Huānyíng kuāng lín  

T: Guāng. 

Clarification 

request  

Request learners to clarify the 

meaning they attempt to convey  

L: Huānyíng kuāng lín  

T: What did you say?  

Metalinguistic 

feedback 

Provide information related to 

learners’ problematic utterance instead 

of provision of correct forms  

L: Huānyíng kuāng lín  

T: The initial is g, not k.  
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Elicitation  Elicit reformulation from learners with 

incomplete sentences 

L: Huānyíng kuāng lín  

T: One more time. 

Huānyíng… 

Repetition  Repeat learners’ inaccurate utterance,  

sometimes with intonation or stress to 

draw learners’ attention  

L: Huānyíng kuāng lín  

T: kuāng?  

Table 4 Description and example of learners’ responses to corrective feedback  

Learners’ 

responses to 

corrective 

feedback 

Description  Example  

Uptake with-

repair 

Learners’ correct reformulation of 

initial utterance  

L: Huānyíng kuāng lín  

T: Guāng. 

L: Guāng 

[uptake with repair] 

T: Good. / That’s right.  

Uptake needs-

repair 

Learners’ utterance after the corrective 

feedback; however, the utterance 

remained problematic or unmodified 

L: Huānyíng kuāng lín  

T: Guāng. 

L: kuāng  

[uptake needs repair] 

L: Huānyíng kuāng lín  

T: Guāng. 

L: OK. [uptake needs repair]  

L: Huānyíng kuāng lín  

T: Guāng. 

L: Hmm.  

[uptake needs repair]  

No-uptake  Learner did not respond to corrective 

feedback explicitly or implicitly  

L: Huānyíng kuāng lín  

T: Guāng. 

L: …[No-uptake] 

T: Repeat after me. Guāng.   
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Table 5 Description and example of paralinguistic features  

Paralinguistic 

features 

Description  Example (Transcription of CA 

convention)  

Intonation  Falling or raising intonation L: Zhè shì wěn?  

[It is not a question; however, the 

rising tone implies learner’s 

hesitancy]  

Pitch Highness or lowness of an 

utterance  

T: Lǐmiàn ↑zuò↑ 

[Zuò is pronounced with a high pitch] 

Rhythm The speed of the speech  T: <Huān><yíng> <guāng> <lín> 

[Huānyíng guāng lín is pronounced 

slowly word by word]  

L: bāng…bāng  [. means pause] 

Loudness Stress of an utterance  L: WÈ N  

[Wèn sounds louder than other 

utterances] 

Hand gestures hands’ movements T: gēn ((put her hand flat in front of 

her face))  

[The record inside (( )) shows hand 

gestures.] 

Facial 

expressions 

Includes smiles, eyebrow 

movements, eye movements, 

mouth movements  

T: Hěn hǎo ((smile))  

[The record inside (( )) shows facial 

expressions.] 

Laugh Laugh  L: (ha)  

[(ha) means laugh]  

Body language  Includes head movements, 

body movemens, writing, 

typing, taking notes  

L: Wǒ bù zhīdào ((shake her head 

and shrug))  

[The record inside (( )) shows body 

language.] 
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CHAPTER FOUR RESULTS AND 

DISCUSSION 

    In this chapter, the results of the data are presented and discussed. In 4.1, the analyses of 

corrective feedback, learner uptake with repair, learner uptake needs-repair, learner no-

uptake, and paralinguistic features are presented and analyzed to account for the relationship 

between interaction and language learning. In 4.2, the relationship between corrective 

feedback and second language acquisition is discussed with the findings of the transcriptions, 

observation. Furthermore, the role of paralinguistic features in interaction is described and 

discussed as well. To provide opinions from different perspectives, excerpts from interviews 

with experienced teachers are presented with their comments and suggestion.  

4.1  Distribution of corrective feedback, learners’ 

responses, and paralinguistic features  

    In 4.1, the results of distribution of communication breakdowns, corrective feedback, 

learners’ response to feedback, including uptake with-repair, uptake needs-repair, and no-

uptake, and paralinguistic features, namely, intonation, pitch, rhythm, loudness, hand 

gestures, laugh, facial expressions, and body language are presented and analyzed as follows.  

4.1.1 Analyses of corrective feedback  

According to the analysis in 3.5, the communication breakdowns discussed in the 

current study were related to phonological, lexical, grammatical inaccuracy or 

incomprehensibility. In Figure 3, the frequency of the miscommunication is shown from the 

highest to the lowest: phonological (59.21%), lexical (34.34%), and grammatical (6.44%). It 

suggested that learners’ problematic utterances related to phonological inaccuracy broke the 

flow of the communication the most frequently. On the other hand, grammatical inaccuracy 
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or incomprehensibility caused the least miscommunication in our data.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 3 Distribution of inaccuracy or incomprehensibility  

Next, there are descriptive results of corrective feedback in the current study. Corrective 

feedback refers to interactional moves from teachers to provide learners with correctness of 

the target language. Explicit correction, recast, clarification request, metalinguistic feedback, 

elicitation, and repetition are the six types (Lyster and Ranta, 2007) adopted in this study. The 

findings of the data are presented as follows.  

Explicit correction  

    Explicit correction refers to the feedback that a teacher indicates the incorrectness of a 

learner’s utterance and provides the correct form. In Excerpt 1, the teacher first indicated the 

incorrectness of the learner’s utterance, dā, and then offered the correct form, tā. 

Excerpt 1 

339 L5 他們 

        Dāmen  

        They  

340 T5 因為   你 會  念 成   da，有  一點  這個 音，  但是  這個 不對，  

        yīnwèi  nǐ huì niàn chéng da,  yǒu yìdiǎn zhège yīn,   dànshì zhège búduì,  

59.21%
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        Because you sound like   dā,  a little like this sound.  But this is wrong.  

要 念  成     他們 

yào niàn chéng   tāmen  

You should sound like  tāmen  

Recast  

Recast refers to the feedback that a teacher replaces incorrectness with reformulation of 

all or part of a learner’s problematic utterance, including paraphrasing or translation. In 

Excerpt 2, the teacher replaces the incorrect tone, zhī, into zhǐ.  

Excerpt 2 

136 L2 我 只 想 

        Wǒ  zhī  xiǎng  

        I   only want  

137 T2 只 想 

        zhǐ  xiǎng  

        only want  

Clarification request  

Clarification request refers to the feedback that a teacher requests a learner to clarify the 

meaning he or she attempts to convey. In Excerpt 3, the teacher requested the learner to 

verify what she meant. The learner also was prompted to reformulate her initial utterance to 

make herself understood.  

Excerpt 3 

304 L3 我  要  睡覺 

  wǒ   yào   shuìjiào  
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        I    want  to sleep  

305 T3 我 要   什麼？ 

  Wǒ  yào    shénme?  

  I  want  what? 

  What do I want?  

306 L3 我 要  水餃 

  Wǒ  yào   shuǐjiǎo  

   I  want    dumplings   

Metalinguistic feedback  

Metalinguistic feedback refers to the feedback that a teacher provides information 

related to a learner's problematic utterance instead of offering correct forms. In Excerpt 4, the 

teacher provided the linguistic information of nǎi instead of the correct pronunciation.   

Excerpt 4 

264 L4 奶，茶 

        Nái, chá  [The tone of nǎi is inaccurate.] 

        milk tea 

265 T4 三聲  喔， 三聲，  三聲  喔 

  Sān shēng  Oh   sān shēng,  sān shēng  Oh  

     third tone    third tone  third tone  

Elicitation  

Elicitation refers to the feedback that a teacher attempts to elicit the reformulation from 

a learner with incomplete sentences. In Excerpt 5, the teacher first asked the learner to read 

the words on the screen (see Figure 4). However, the learner read 美樂, měi lè, instead of 美
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麗 měilì. To elicit the reformulation from the learner, the teacher only said 美 in Turn 463.  

Excerpt 5 

462 L1 考試、美樂 

        Kǎoshì, měi lè  

463 T1 美… 

        Měi…   

 

Figure 4  

Repetition  

Repetition refers to the feedback that a teacher repeats a learner’s inaccurate utterance. 

Sometimes teachers would repeat with a rising intonation or stress to draw learners’ attention. 

In Excerpt 6, the learner misread 好喝 hǎo hē and said 好吃 hào chī. The teacher repeated 

the learner’s inaccurate utterance with a rising intonation.  

Excerpt 6 

[The words on the screen were 請問茶好喝嗎？] 

519 T1 嗯， 好， 看一下， 請問 茶 好喝 嗎？ 

       Hmm,  hǎo,  kàn yíxià,  qǐngwèn  chá  hǎo hē  ma?  

  Hmm,  OK.  Take a look.  Please,  tea good?  

         Does the tea taste good?  

520 L1 嗯，  請，  請問 茶 好吃 嗎？ 

     Hmm, qǐng,   qǐngwèn  chá  hào chī  ma? 

  Hmm,  Please.   Please tea delicious?  
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          Is the tea delicious?  

521 T1 好吃？  

  hào chī?  

        Delicious? 

The distribution of corrective feedback in our database is shown in Figure 5. As can be 

seen, recast occurs the most frequently (52.41%), then, clarification request (20.50%), 

metalinguistic feedback (16.05%), elicitation (8.70%), and explicit correction (1.54%). 

Repetition (1%) is the least frequent type of corrective feedback in accordance with the data.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 5 Distribution of corrective feedback from teachers  

4.1.2 Analyses of learners’ responses  

    The descriptive results of learners’ responses in the current study are presented with 

excerpts as follows:  

Uptake with-repair  

    Uptake with-repair refers to the response that learners modify their initial utterance after 

they receive feedback from teachers. In addition, learners’ modified output is accepted by 

teacher; thus, communication continues. In Excerpt 7, the learner’s response to the corrective 

feedback was considered as uptake with-repair. The learner modified her output and solved 

the communication breakdown resulted from her initial problematic utterance.  
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Excerpt 7 

103 L1 我 是  一位…  英國…    紳…  紳… 士？ 

  Wǒ shì  yíwèi…  yīngguó… shēn… shēn…shì?  

        I   am  an     English    gen… tle… man?  

104 T1 紳士 

  Shēnshì  

        Gentleman  

105 L1 紳士 

  Shēnshì  

        Gentleman  

106 T1 對， 好， 那下一句呢？ 

Duì,  hǎo,   nà xià yījù ne? 

Right. OK.  How about next sentence?  

Uptake needs-repair  

    Uptake needs-repair can be found: (a) the response that learners modified their initial 

utterance after they received the feedback from teachers. However, the modified output 

remained problematic (b) learners respond to the corrective feedback with “Hmm…,” “Oh,” 

“OK,” or a request for more information instead of reformulating their utterance. In Excerpt 

8, Turn 123, the learner attempted to reformulate her utterance; however, the utterance 

remained inaccurate.   

Excerpt 8 

121 L2 嗯，  我 知 想  跟  你 

  Hmm, wǒ  zhī  xiǎng  gēn   nǐ  
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  Hmm,  I  only want to  be with  you 

122 T2 這個 字  怎麼 念？  這個？[The teacher pointed to 只.] 

        Zhège  zì   zěnme  niàn?   Zhège? 

  The   word how to pronounce? This?  

123 L2 知 

     Zhī  

124 T2 好，三聲，只 

  Hǎo, sān shēng, zhǐ  

  OK. Third tone.  

    In Excerpt 9, Turn 194, the learner replied “Oh,” without modifying her utterance. After 

the teacher elicited the reformulation from her, in Turn 196, she produced acceptable 

modification. Therefore, the learner’s response in Turn 194 was viewed as uptake needs-

repair.   

Excerpt 9 

192 L3 嗯哼，  你 很 累， 是不是？[The tone of 累 was problematic.] 

  Hmm,   nǐ  hěn  lěi,   shì búshì?  

  Hmm,   You are  tired,  right?  

193 T3 你 很 累， 累， 

  Nǐ  hěn  lèi   lèi, 

  You are  tired.  Tired  

194 L3 喔。 

  Ō. 
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195 T3 再一次  

  Zài yícì    

196 L3 你 很 累， 是不是？ 

  Nǐ  hěn  lèi,   shì búshì? 

  You are  tired,  right?  

195 T3 很好  

  Hěn hǎo  

   Very good 

No-uptake  

    No-uptake refers to the situation that learners do not respond to their teacher. In Excerpt 

10, the learner’s performance in Turn 176 and Turn 178 was viewed as no-uptake because 

she neither replied nor expressed herself with nonverbal information.  

Excerpt 10 

[After the teacher said, 你們好, the learner was requested to identify which word was Tone 

3.] 

175 T4 對，哪一個是這樣？[The teacher meant Tone 3 (214)] 

  Duì, nǎ yígè shì zhèyàng?  

  Right, which one is this? 

176 L4 … 

177 T4 哪一個？Which one? 

  Nǎyígè? 

  Which one? 
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178 L4 … 

179 T4 哪一個 是 這樣？[The teacher meant Tone 3 (214)]  

  Nǎyígè  shì  zhèyàng? 

  Right, which one is this? 

180 L4 喔… 你？ 好？ 

  Oh… nǐ?   Hǎo?  

  Oh…  You?  Good?  

181 T4 再聽一次， 再聽一次， 你們好 

  Zài tīng yícì,  zài tīng yícì,  nǐmen hǎo 

  Listen again.  Listen again.  Hello, everyone.  

182 L4 好 

  Hǎo  

  Hello. 

183 T4 對   

  Duì  

  Right.  

Figure 6 presents the distribution of learner’s responses, including uptake with-repair, 

uptake needs-repair, no-uptake, to different corrective feedback discussed in the current 

study. As shown in Figure 5, the proportions of learner uptake with-repair following different 

types of corrective feedback were compared to present what type of corrective feedback was 

more likely to prompt learners’ modified output. The results revealed that recast and 

elicitation were the two types of corrective feedback that generated modified output from 

learners when learners’ response of uptake with-repair was compared with uptake needs-

repair and no-uptake. 
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Figure 6 Distribution of learners’ response to corrective feedback  

With regard to the learners’ responses to recast, the proportion of learner uptake with-

repair (58.09%) was higher than uptake needs-repair (47.48%) and no-uptake (45.65%). As 

for elicitation, the proportion of learner uptake with-repair (12.86%) was also higher than 

uptake needs-repair (5.57%) and no-uptake (0.00%). In addition, learners’ response to 

repetition showed that the proportion of uptake with-repair (0.82%) was slightly higher than 

uptake needs-repair (0.71%) and no-uptake (0.00%).  

    As can be seen, the learners’ response to explicit correction showed that the proportion 

of uptake with-repair (1.65%) was higher than uptake needs-repair (1.43%). In accordance 

with the learners’ response to clarification request, the proportion of learner uptake with-

repair (18.25%) was slightly lower than uptake needs-repair (21.94%); however, it was a little 

higher than no-uptake (17.39%). As for metalinguistic feedback, the proportion of no-uptake 

(34.78%) was higher than uptake with-repair (8.29%) and uptake needs-repair (22.66%). It 

suggested that when the teachers provided the learners with metalinguistic feedback, the 

learners might have had difficulties noticing the feedback or being pushed to modify their 

problematic utterance.   

4.1.3 Analyses of paralinguistic features  

The paralinguistic features of speech and actions from the teachers and the learners were 

observed and recorded in the data. The paralinguistic features were verbal and nonverbal. 
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Verbal paralinguistic features refer to the nuances of speech, such as intonation, pitch, 

rhythm, and loudness. Nonverbal paralinguistic features refer to interlocutors’ actions, 

including hand gestures, facial expressions, laugh, and body language.    

4.1.3.1 Verbal paralinguistic features 

The paralinguistic features presented in this subsection were related to four verbal 

paralinguistic features, namely intonation, pitch, rhythm, and loudness. The verbal 

paralinguistic features involved in interaction were described and analyzed in the following 

discussion.  

Intonation   

Intonation refers to a falling or rising intonation. In Excerpt 11, the learner’s utterance of 

zhuānxīn, attentive, with a rising intonation showed her hesitancy of the pronunciation of 

zhuān. Therefore, the teacher repeated zhuānxīn while emphasizing zhuān with a stress to 

attract learner’s attention to the correct form.    

Excerpt 11     

111 L1 如果 你，嗯， 專心 聽？ 

        Rúguǒ  nǐ,  hmm, zhuānxīn tīng? 

        If    you en   attentive  listen?  

        If you listen attentively?     

112 T1 專， 專心，  

        Zhuān， zhuānxīn  

        attentive  

Pitch   

    Pitch could be high or low. Zuò, sit, is Tone 4 (51). As can be seen in Excerpt 12, the 

teacher put an emphasis on Tone 4 (51) with a high pitch. After the teacher noticed the 

leaner’s problematic utterance of zuò, sit, she provided the corrective feedback with a high 
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pitch of zuò.   

Excerpt 12   

181 L1 裡面 坐  

     Lǐmiàn  zuò  

     Inside  sit 

     Sit inside  

182 T1 裡面 ↑坐↑ 

     Lǐmiàn  ↑zuò↑    

Rhythm   

    Rhythm refers to the speaking speed of the speech. As shown in Excerpt 13, the teacher 

pronounced jīnyuánbǎo, gold ingot at low speed and paused after each word, presenting the 

accurate pronunciation to the learner. The learner repeated and was able to produce the 

acceptable utterance of jīnyuánbǎo after receiving the feedback from the teacher.  

Excerpt 13  

396 L3  不知道  怎麼 說。 

    Bùzhīdào  zěnme  shuō  

  Don’t know  how  say. 

   I don’t know how to say it. 

397 T3  <金> (.)<元>(.) <寶> 

     <jīn> (.) <yuán> (.) <bǎo>  

         Gold dollar treasure  

         Gold ingot 

398 L3 <金> (.) <元> (.) <寶> 

    <jīn> (.) <yuán> (.) <bǎo> 
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Loudness    

    Loudness refers to the volume of the utterance. As shown in Excerpt 14, the 

pronunciation of shòu was presented by the teacher. However, in Turn 190 and Turn 192, the 

learner requested for further information due to her difficulty distinguishing the difference 

between shuò and shòu. Therefore, in Turn 193, the teacher pronounced shòu louder to render 

the feedback comprehensible.  

Excerpt 14 

190 L2 碩？ 

     Shuò?   

191 T2 野獸 

  Yěshòu  

192 L2 碩  還是 獸？ 

  Shuò  háishì  shòu? 

193 T2 獸 

  SHÒ U   

4.1.3.2 Nonverbal paralinguistic features  

    The other aspect of paralinguistic features is speakers’ nonverbal activities. The 

nonverbal paralinguistic features discussed in this subsection were hand gestures, facial 

expressions, laugh, and body language. In addition, the role of nonverbal paralinguistic 

features played on learners’ noticing and modified output were discussed and analyzed as 

follows.  

Hand gestures 

    Hand gestures most frequently observed in the videotapes were used to indicate the 

variation of Mandarin tones. As shown in Figure 7, the teacher indicated a flat intonation or 

Tone 1 (55) by putting her hand flat. The teacher lifted her hand to show a rising intonation 
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or Tone 2 (35) in Figure 8. As seen in Figure 9, the teacher slid her hand down to present a 

falling intonation or Tone 4 (51).  

 

 

Figure 7              

 

 

 

Figure 8              

 

 

 

Figure 9 

With hand gestures, the teacher presented the learner clear information by converting 

abstract Mandarin tones or intonations into visible information. The learner could not only 

receive the verbal input but also the visualized information of the voice. In addition, there 

were other types of hand gesture seen in the results. As seen in Figure 10, the teacher gave 

the learner a thumb-up to make a compliment. In Figure 11, the teacher put her hand by her 

ear to imply the learner to speak up.  

 

 

Figure 10            

 

 

Figure 11  
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    The hand gestures shown above could be understood between the interlocutors. 

However, not every hand gesture were comprehensible. In Excerpt 15, the teacher asked the 

learner if she thought speaking Chinese was difficult. The learner put her hand flat and shook 

it slightly, indicating “so-so.” (see Figure 12). However, the teacher seemed confused and 

made a clarification request. In Turn 126, the learner did not respond with a clear answer. 

Therefore, in Turn 127, in order to confirm what the learner meant, the teacher required the 

learner to read the sentence.  

Excerpt 15  

123 T3 簡單 嗎？ 還是 很 難？ 

     Jiǎndān  ma?  Háishì  hěn  nán?  

     Easy?       Or    very difficult?   

124 L3 喔 (see Figure 12.) 

     Oh.  

125 T3 不？ 不  簡單？              Figure 12 

     bù,    bù  jiǎndān?  

     No?   Not easy?                           

126 L3 嗯                                          

     Hmm  

127 T3 那  我們   念一次  就  知道了。   

     Nà  wǒmen  niàn yīcì  jiù  zhīdàole.     

     Well we    read once    know      

     Well, let’s read it once, and we’ll know.     

Sometimes, teachers could elicit an utterance modification from learners with hand 

gestures. In Excerpt 16, in order to confirm if the learner received the information, when the 

teacher requested the learner to reformulate her production, she indicated “one more time” 
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with the hand gesture as Figure 13.   

Excerpt 16 

267 T3 再一次 [see Figure13]， 睡覺   在哪裡   睡覺？  

        Zài  yīcì ,    shuìjiào  zài nǎlǐ  shuìjiào 

        One more time.      sleep    where    sleep  

        One more time.     Sleep.   Where do you sleep?  Figure 13  

268 L3 你可以在家，睡覺。你可以在  飯館  兒 或者  餐廳，   吃  水餃 

        Nǐ kěyǐ zàijiā, shuìjiào. Nǐ kěyǐ zài fànguǎr   huòzhě cāntīng,  chī shuǐjiǎo 

        you can at home sleep you can at  store     or    restaurant  eat dumpling 

        You can sleep at home. You can eat dumplings at a store or a restaurant.  

269 T3 很好  

        Hěn hǎo 

        Very good. 

    As can be seen in Excerpt 17, in Turn 292, the learner did not respond to the teacher 

after she received the feedback. Instead of making a request, the teacher only used her hand 

gesture to require the learner to repeat the sentence. In Turn 294, the learner noticed the 

teacher’s hand gesture and repeated the sentence.  

Excerpt 17 

291 T3 嗯。 你  很   累    是  不是 

     Hmm.  Nǐ  hěn  lèi    shì  búshì  

        Hmm.  You very  tired  yes  no 

        Hmm.  You are tired, aren’t you?   

292 L3 … 

293 T3 … [ Only showed the hand gesture as Figure 14]     Figure 14 
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294 L3 你很累，是不是  

     Nǐ hěn lèi, shì búshì                            

Facial expressions  

The most frequent facial expressions observed in the data was smile. In Excerpt 18, after 

the learner showed her hesitancy of the pronunciation of bāng, help, with a rising intonation, 

the teacher provided her with the accurate pronunciation. In Turn 204, as the learner 

encountered another confusing pronunciation of yěshòu, beast, she smiled. Even though the 

learner did not make a request, in Turn 205, the teacher provided her with the correct 

pronunciation of yěshòu, beast, as noticing the learner’s smile (see Figure 15) conveying a 

sign of asking for help.  

Excerpt 18   

202 L2  幫，幫？ [a rising intonation] 

   Bāng, Bāng? 

     Help, help?   

203 T2  幫  

  Bāng.   

   Help.       

204 L2  幫，幫，嗯(.) [smile] 

  Bāng, bang, Hmm 

  Help, help, hmm              Figure 15 

205 T2  野獸      

  Yěshòu  

  Beast   

206 L2  野獸， 練習 說  中文。 

  Yěshòu, liànxí  shuō  zhōngwén.  
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  Beast,   practice speak Chinese   

    Sometimes, learners would turn their face a little aside and move their mouth (as Figure 

16) or eyebrow (as Figure 17) to show their hesitancy or doubts.  

 

 

 

  Figure 16             

 

 

 

 

   

Figure 17 

Laugh  

    As seen in the database, interlocutors usually laughed when a communication 

breakdown was solved. However, in Excerpt 19, the learner showed her sense of humor by 

mocking herself. The title of the song used in the online interaction was wǒ de zhōngwén bù 

hǎo, My Chinese is not good. The learner made a pun on her own proficiency of Chinese. Her 

sense of humor aroused laughter.   

Excerpt 19   

16 T1 你有聽，你聽那首歌了嗎？ 

  Nǐ yǒu tīng, nǐ tīng nà shǒu gē le ma?  

    Have you listened, listened to that song?   

17 L1 *我聽，*我聽。  只是，我，對不起，我 的 中文     不好。 

  *Wǒ tīng, *wǒ tīng. Zhǐshì, wǒ, duìbùqǐ,  wǒ de  zhōngwén bù hǎo. 

  I have. I have.     Only,  I am sorry.   My Chinese is not good.  
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18 T1 哈哈 

  (ha)(ha) 

19 L1 哈哈 

  (ha)(ha) 

Body Language   

Body language was observed in the database. Head movements, such as nod or shake 

head, were the most frequently type occurred in the interaction. In Excerpt 20, when the 

leaner expressed her confusion of the meaning of huānyíng, welcome, she responded as she 

shook her head and shrugged. In Turn 150, according to the response of “Oh,” the teacher 

further paraphrasing huānyíng, welcome, to the learner. In order to indicate her 

understanding, in Turn 154, the learner nodded.  

Excerpt 20  

149 T3  那  你 覺得 是 什麼 意思， 歡迎 

   Nà  nǐ  juédé  shì  shénme  yìsi,  huānyíng 

         Well  you think  is  what  meaning  welcome 

         Well, what does “huānyíng” mean?  

150 L3 我不…我不知道 [see Figure 18] 

  Wǒ bù…wǒ bù zhīdào                   

  I  don’t know.                       Figure 18 

151 T3 歡迎就是 You're welcome.              

  Huānyíng jiùshì  

    Welcome is  

152 L3 喔。 

  Oh.  
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153 T3 歡迎，   光臨 就是 妳來，   妳來   這裡  的  意思 

  Huānyíng,   guānglín jiùshì  nǎi lái,    nǎi lái   zhèlǐ  de   yìsi  

  Welcome   come is    you come   you come  here    meaning 

     Welcome means welcome.   

154 L3 喔 [nod] 

  Oh. 

Instead of nodding to indicate understanding, sometimes learners raised head a little (see 

Figure 19). In addition, actions like taking notes or teacher’s typing were considered in this 

catalogue. 

 

 

      

Figure 19 

    Figure 20 presents the distribution of the teachers’ and the learners’ paralinguistic 

features, including intonation, pitch, rhythm, loudness, hand gestures, facial expressions, 

laugh, and body language. As shown in Figure 18, the frequency of the paralinguistic feaures 

is shown from the highest to the lowest: body language (38.15%), hand gestures (25.98%), 

laugh (18.40%), rhythm (7.03%), loudness (3.38%), facial expressions (3.11%), intonation 

(2.84%), and pitch (1.08%). The total propostion of top three paralinguistic features observed 

in the data was 82.53%. Moreover, they were all nonverbal paralinguistic features, including 

body language, hand gestures, and laugh. It suggested that nonverbal communication 

behaviors were frequently observed in interaction.  
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 Figure 20 Distribution of paralinguistic features   

4.2  Corrective feedback, paralinguistic features 

and learner’s responses   

    Through classroom observation and interviews, the current research questions were 

discussed with excerpts of the online interaction and comments from the interviewees. Each 

part of each teacher’s online interaction was presented with the process involving a 

communication breakdown, teachers’ providing feedback, learners’ responding, resuming the 

conversation. The interviews were conducted while the interviewees watched the selected 

interaction. The background of the six interviewees was presented in Table 6. (See 

Appedinx_3 the questionnaire for interviewees; Appendix_4 the interview questions.) 

Interviewee Age Education level Formal Chinese 

teaching experience 

Online Chinese 

teaching experience  

A  25 Graduate Institute of 

Chinese as a Second 

Language at NTNU   

Yes / 2.5 years Yes  

38.15%

25.98%

18.40%

7.03%

3.38% 3.11% 2.84%
1.08%

0.00%

5.00%

10.00%

15.00%

20.00%

25.00%

30.00%

35.00%

40.00%

45.00%

body

language

hand gesture laugh rhythm loudness facial

expression

intonation pitch

Distribution of paralinguistic features
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B  28 Graduate Institute of 

Chinese as a Second 

Language at NTNU  

Yes / 2.5 years Yes  

C  25 Graduate Institute of 

Chinese as a Second 

Language at NTNU 

Yes / 2 years No 

D  25 Graduate Institute of 

Chinese as a Second 

Language at NTNU   

Yes / 2 years No 

E  34 Graduate Institute of 

Chinese as a Second 

Language at NTNU  

Yes / 9 years Yes 

F  26 Graduate Institute of 

Chinese as a Second 

Language at NTNU   

Yes / 5 years Yes 

Table 6 Background of the interviewees  

4.2.1 T1  

Excerpt 21 showed part of the interaction between Teacher 1(T1) and Learner (L1). The 

picture of the interaction between T1 and L1 is presented in Figure 21. The communication 

breakdown occurred due to L1’s inaccurate utterance and her incomprehensibility of 

huānyíng guānglín, welcome. As can be seen in Excerpt 21, T1 first provided the learner the 

corrective feedback and explained the meaning of huānyíng guānglín. As for L1, she 

attempted to modify her output when she received the feedback.  
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Figure 21   

Excerpt 21 

148 L1 歡迎，框臨 

    Huānyín, kuāng lín  

     Wel…come 

149 T1 歡，(.) <歡><迎><光><臨>     

     Huān,(.) <huān><yíng><guāng><lín>  

     We..l..come  

150 L1 歡迎框臨 

    Huānyín kuāng lín  

     Welcome  

151 T1 對，<歡><迎> ((T1 leaned closer to the screen and spoke slowly))   

     Duì, huānyíng  

     Yeah, welcome  

152 L1 歡迎框 

     Huānyíng kuāng  

     Welcome 
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153 T1 光臨     

     Guāng lín  

     Welcome 

154 L1 框臨 

     kuāng lín  

     Welcome  

153 T1 光臨     

     Guāng lín  

  Welcome    

155 T1 對，它是 Welcome 的意思。  

     Duì, tā shì Welcome de yìsi   

     Right. It means welcome.   

156 L1 喔，再說一次？ 

     Ō, zàishuō yīcì?  

     Oh, again?  

157 T1 它是 Welcome 的意思。 

     Tā shì Welcome de yìsi  

     It means welcome   

158 L1 Welcome，喔 

     Welcome, oh.   

159 T1 對 

     Duì  

     Right.  
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160 L1 So this is… 

161 T1 對，你去，你去買東西，你去買東西    

     Duì, nǐ qù, nǐ qù mǎi dōngxī, nǐ qù mǎi dōngxī  

     Right. You go… You go buy things…. You go buy things…   

162 L1 你去買東西 

     Nǐ qù mǎi dōngxī  

     You go buy things (When you go shopping)  

163 T1 對，店員會跟你說…   

    Duì, diànyuán huì gēn nǐ shuō… 

    Right, the clerk will tell you…   

164 L1 喔， 嗯哼 

     Oh… hmm  

165 T1 店員會跟 你說，歡迎光臨 

     Diànyuán huì gēn nǐ shuō, huānyíng guānglín  

     The clerk says to you, welcome.   

166 L1 嗯，OK。 

     Hmm, OK.   

     Hmm, OK. 

T1 provided English translation and situational information of huānyíngguānglín, and 

L1 replied OK to indicate that she understood. Interviewee A, Interviewee B, and Interviewee 

C watched T1 and L1 clip. Here are their comments on providing corrective feedback on the 

learner’s problematic utterance of huānyíngguānglín.  

Interviewee A:  

When the student pronounced huānyíngguānglín, the Mandarin tones were totally 
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wrong. If I were the teacher, I would use some hand gestures, like this (put her hand 

flat) huān….. to let the student know how Mandarin tones work in huānyíngguānglín 

first. Because she did not know, not understand what the Mandarin tones of 

huānyíngguānglín are at all…. Even though the teacher spoke a little slowly, I would 

stop a little bit after I said huan, and let the student “feel” it a little bit, and made her 

say it…  

Interviewee B:  

The teacher repeated and spoke more slowly. I think the way the teacher provided the 

feedback could help the learner, however, it was a little inefficient….. like the student 

said, “kuāng” I would type pinyin directly, and then ignore the other words, and focus 

on “guāng” first.    

Interviewee C:  

You can see the facial expressions on the teacher’s face. However, sometimes, I think, 

for students, they need to look at PPT and the teacher at the same time. It’s not easy. It’s 

distracting… I don’t know if the student knew what the difference between her utterance 

and the correct form was. The teacher could first type pinyin…… Even though the 

teacher’s pronunciation was correct, there was still a gap between the sound the student 

heard and the output she tried to produce…… I didn’t think the teacher heard the 

student clearly either…… but she said, “right” to the student when the student’s 

pronunciation was wrong…… I know there is a highlight marker in the toolbox. I would 

use it. I would also enlarge the word to emphasize the thing(huānyíngguānglín). I would 

only put huānyíngguānglín on one slide of PPT…… Like when I say, huānyíng, I would 

make the student first look at my mouth, and listen without looking at PPT…   

As can be seen above, all of the three interviewees would type pinyin of 

huānyíngguānglín. The purpose of typing pinyin was to provide the learner with the correct 

form visibly. The interviewees would repeat or speak slowly to render the input clear and 

comprehensible. However, they would (a) stop after one word and allow the learner to have 

time to perceive the difference between her utterance and the correct form (b) focus on one 

word instead of correcting huānyíngguānglín at the same time (c) request the learner to repeat 

one word at a time.  
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4.2.2 T2  

Figure 22 shows the picture of the interaction between T2 and L2. The transcription of 

interaction was presented Excerpt 22. The communication breakdown occurred due to L2’s 

inaccurate utterances of “wèn” and “wěn” as well as her incomprehensibility of wěn, kiss. As 

can be seen in Excerpt 22, T2 first provided the learner the corrective feedback and explained 

the meaning of wěn. As for L2, she attempted to modify her output when she received the 

feedback.    

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 22   

Excerpt 22 

58 L2 喔。作業。 如果 我 作業 有問題， 我可以 問  你嗎？ 

  Oh. Zuòyè.  Rúguǒ  wǒ  zuòyè  yǒu wèntí,  wǒ kěyǐ  wén  nǐ ma?  

        Oh. Homework. If      I  homework have questions I  can  ask   you?  

        Oh. Homework. If I have questions about my homework, can I ask you?  

59 T2 喔。對，那， XX 你 念 念 看  下面 這句。 

  Oh. Duì,  nà,   XX  nǐ  niàn niàn kàn  xiàmiàn  zhè jù.  

        Oh. Right. Well,   You read             below   this sentence 

        Oh. Right. Well, read the sentence below.    
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60 L2 如果， 我作業 有 問題， 我可以… 吻？ 哈哈， 你嗎？ 

  Rúguǒ,  wǒ zuòyè yǒu wèntí,  wǒ kěyǐ… wěn?  (ha)(ha),  nǐ ma?  

  If       I  homework questions I  can       kiss            you?  

        If I have questions about my homework, can I kiss you?  

61 T2 對， XX， 你 再 念  一次 這個 字  

  Duì,  XX,  nǐ  zài  niàn  yícì  zhège  zì  

        Right.  XX,  you again read    once     this    word 

   Right. XX, read this word again. [The teacher made a check above 問] 

62 L2 問你？ 

  Wèn nǐ?  

        Ask you?  

63 T2 對。 這個 字 怎麼 念？ 

  Duì.  Zhège  zì  zěnme  niàn?  

  Right.   This    word  how   read?  

        Right. How to read this word?  

64 L2 可以 問？ 

  Kěyǐ  wěn?  

  Can ask?  

65 T2 嗯。 問。 四聲， 問。 

  Hmm.  Wèn.  Sìshēng,  wèn.  

  Hmm.  Ask.  Tone 4.  Ask.  

66 L2 喔，呵呵。 
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  Oh. (ha)(ha)  

67 T2 對，那 

  Duì, nà  

  Right. Well,  

68 L2 對不起 

  Duìbùqǐ  

  Sorry.  

69 T2 那這個呢？ 那這個呢？  

  Nà zhège ne?  nà zhège ne? 

  How about this? How about this?  

70 L2 ……  

71 T2 吻。三聲 

  wěn. Sān sheng  

  Kiss. Tone 3.  

72 L2 吻？ 

  Wěn?  

  Kiss?  

73 T2 所以，XX， 剛剛，    是不是，  差一點，  就 念 錯了。     

 Suǒyǐ, XX,  gānggāng,   shì búshì,  chà yīdiǎn, jiù niàn cuòle.     

 So,   XX,   just       yes or no    almost   just said it wrong  

 這個。 嗯。  

Zhège.  Hmm  
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 This   

  So, XX, it was close for you to say this word wrong, right? 

74 L2 (nod) 

76 T2 你 知道 什麼 是 吻 嗎？ 

   Nǐ zhīdào   shénme  shì  wěn ma?  

   You know    what   is   wěn 

    Do you know what “wěn” is?  

77 L2 嗯。 不知道。 

    Hmm.  Bù zhīdào.  

    Hmm   no  know 

     Hmm,  I don’t know.  

78 T2 這個 意思 是 kiss。 

    Zhège  yìsi   shì  kiss.  

    This  meaning is kiss. 

  This means kiss.   

79 L2 喔。呵呵 ((記筆記)) [The learner took a note.] 

    Oh. (he)(he)   

80 T2 對。 所以， 如果 你的 聲音  錯 的話，  

   Duì.  Suǒyǐ,  rúguǒ  nǐ de  shēngyīn  cuò  dehuà,  

 Right.  So,   if    your    voice     wrong   

   It's easy.  很 容易 會  聽成  這個 字。  

It's easy.   Hěn róngyì  huì   tīng chéng  zhège  zì.  

  It’s easy.  Very easy,   would   sound like    this   word   

    Right. So, if the Mandarin tone is wrong, it will sound like “kiss.”  
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   [The teacher drew an arrow to 吻] 

81 L2  (Ha) 

82 T2 所以 XX  剛剛說，  吻，  

 Suǒyǐ  XX   gānggāng shuō,  wěn,  

 So,   XX  just   said,  wěn  

我 會  聽成是  這個  字， 可以？  

Wǒ  huì   tīng chéng  shì zhège   zì,   kěyǐ?  

I  would sound like this   word,  OK?  

     So XX just said, kiss, I would think this word, OK?  

83 L2 可以 

Kěyǐ  

     OK. 

84 T2 好， 所以 我們 要 說  中文  的 時候，  

 Hǎo,  suǒyǐ  wǒmen  yào  shuō  zhōngwén  de  shíhòu,  

 OK.  So,   we   speak   Chinese  when,  

 要， 小心地  說， 可以 嗎？ 

 yào,  xiǎoxīndì  shuō,  kěyǐ  ma? 

    have to,  carefully  say  OK?  

     OK. So, when we speak Chinese, we speak carefully. OK?  

85 L2 嗯， 你， 請  再說一次。 

 Hmm,  nǐ,   qǐng  zàishuō yícì.  

     Hmm.  You.  Please  say it again.  

86 T2 說  中文  的時候，  聲音，  要好好地說。 

Shuō  zhōngwén  de shíhòu,  Shēngyīn,  yào hǎohǎo de shuō. 
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When  speaking  Chinese,   voice,  carefully  speak. 

 Pay attention to Mandarin tones when you speak Chinese. 

87 L2 嗯。 是。 

 Hmm.  Shì. 

  Hmm.  Yes.    

88T2 對。 不然 像， 這一個字 跟 這個字， 

Duì.  Bùrán  xiàng,  zhè yígè zì  gēn  zhège zì,  

Right. Or like, this word and this word,  

就 很 容易， 聽成  是 這個 字(吻) 

Jiù  hěn  róngyì,  tīng chéng  shì  zhège  zì (wěn)  

 Easily,    sound like  this   word (kiss) 

     Right. Or, like this, this word (ask) would easily sound like this word (kiss).  

89 L2 嗯。吻？ 

 Hmm. Wěn?  

     Hmm. Kiss?   

90 T2 對，吻。 

    Duì, wěn.  

     Right. Kiss.  

91 L2 吻。 

    Wěn.  

     Kiss.  

92 T2 那 這個 呢？ 

    Nà zhège ne?  

    How about this one?  
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93 L2 問 

    WÈN  

  Ask.  

94 T2 對，好，很好  

    Duì, hǎo, hěn hǎo.    

     Right. Good. Very good.  

T2 presented that words with same combination of initial and vowel convey different 

meanings in different Mandarin tones. Through the interaction, L2 understood the difference 

between wèn and wěn. In Turn 93, she even pronounced wèn more loudly to emphasize the 

Mandarin tonal difference. Interviewee D, Interviewee E, and Interviewee F watched T2 and 

L2 clip. They noticed T2’s teaching goal of this selected clip. Below were their comments on 

how they would provide feedback.  

Interviewee D:  

… The student understood the meaning of wěn… In the end, the student pronounced wèn 

and wěn correctly… The teacher used hand gestures and repeated the words… Here, the 

teacher tried to present the difference between the Mandarin tones… so I would first 

mark the Mandarin tones on PPT. Or the student might not know what went wrong when 

she pronounced wèn… She could not tell what went wrong with her pronunciation… 

When the teacher explained, the student asked the teacher to say it again… because she 

could not understand what the teacher meant… 

Interviewee E:  

… The teacher’s hand gesture could help the student to pronounce wèn… … The lines 

and checks the teacher marked would confuse the learner…. (a check above 問) the 

student would not know if that meant Mandarin tones or anything else…. (When she said 

問) she wondered a little, which Mandarin tone, Tone 3 or Tone 4? Too many (marks) 

would be interference…     

Interviewee F:  

…… The teacher let her to compare the pronunciation of these two words (wèn and 

wěn), and then made her say the words again… made the student check her 
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pronunciation herself… to make her realize that her utterance of wèn seemed 

problematic… If I were the teacher, I would shorten the sentences. The point was only 

about the difference of wènnǐ and wěnnǐ… I would derive wènnǐ and wěnnǐ from these 

long sentences…The sentences were long… The student would not understand what the 

point was… 

  

As noted above, Interviewee F and interviewee G suggested that the simplicity of 

feedback would render the linguistic information more salient, such as less marks or shorter 

sentences. On the other hand, Interviewee E suggested that presenting the visible form of 

Mandarin tones first to relieve some burden on the learner’s comprehensibility. The learner 

could know the correct forms wèn and wěn first. While receiving the feedback, the learner’s 

attention would be attracted to the difference between the Mandarin tones without confusion 

over the correct Mandarin tonal forms and lexical meanings.  

4.2.3 T3 

Figure 23 shows the picture of the interaction between T3 and L3. The transcription of 

interaction was presented Excerpt 23. The communication breakdown occurred due to L3’s 

inaccurate utterance and incomprehensibility of dāng, be.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 23  

Excerpt 23     
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96 L3 他們也說，  他們只想當？  嗯，朋友？ 

     Tāmen yě shuō,  tāmen zhǐ xiǎng tāng? Hmm, péngyǒu? 

        They also say,  they just want to be… Hmm… friends?  

97 T3  喔，他們想要跟妳，  當(.) 朋友，   可是 

    Oh, tāmen xiǎng yào gēn nǎi, dāng(.) péngyǒu,   Kěshì 

    Oh, they want to with you be friends           But… 

     Oh, they want to be friends with you. But…  

98 L3 但是， 當，是什麼意思? 

    Dànshì,  tāng, shì shénme yìsi  

    But,   be  what  meaning?  

     But,  what does “dang” mean?  

99 T3  喔， 當朋友， 嗯，嗯， 我們 兩個  

     Oh,   dāng péngyǒu, Hmm, Hmm,  wǒmen  liǎng gè    

     Oh,   be friends, hmm, hmm,   we   two  

不 認識 的時候  是 朋友 嗎？      

bú  rènshí  de shíhòu  shì  péngyǒu  ma? 

Oh, be friends, hmm, hmm.                          Figure 24  

      When we two don’t know each other, are we friends?  

100 L3  不是 

    Bù shì 

     No  

101 T3  不認識  的 時候， 不是 朋友。 

    Bú rènshí  de  shíhòu,  búshì  péngyǒu.         Figure 25 
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     Don’t know  when not  friends 

那 認識 了 之後， 變成   朋友    了。     

Nà  rèn shí  le  zhīhòu,  biànchéng  péngyǒu  le.  

 knew  after  became   friends 

這是 當  朋友。  可以嗎？      Figure 26 

Zhèshì  dāng  péngyǒu.  Kěyǐ ma?  

This  be friends    OK?               

        When we don’t know each other, we are not friends.      

        After we knew each other, we became friends.            Figure 27 

        This is dāngpéngyǒu, OK?  

102 L3 當朋友。好。好。 

    Dāngpéngyǒu. Hǎo. Hǎo.  

     Be friends. OK. OK.                                 Figure 28 

103 T3  英文  的話 就是 make friends  

    Yīngwén  dehuà  jiùshì  make friends  

     English    is      make friends        

     In English, this means that make friends.  

104 L3  嗯哼 

     Hmm              Figure 29 

As can be seen in Excerpt 23, In Turn 96, L3 said dāng with a rising intonation and 

“hmm” to show her hesitancy while pronouncing the word. In Turn 97, while T3 repeated the 

sentence wǒ zhǐ xiǎng gēn nǐ dāngpéngyǒu, I only want to be your friend, her pronunciation 

of dāng was clear and there was a micropause. Due to the incomprehensibility of dāng, L3 

interrupted by requesting a clarification of meaning of dāng. In Turn 99 and Turn 101, when 
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T3 provided the explanation, she also illustrated the process of being friends by putting her 

two fingers closer and closer (see Figure 24, 25, 26). Meanwhile, L3’s facial expression 

showed that she listened to the teacher attentively (see Figure 27). In Turn 102, L3 looked up 

and sat back while she modified her utterance of dāngpéngyǒu. (see Figure 28). In Turn 103, 

T3 provided the English translation. In Turn 104, although L3 responded with “hmm,” she 

smiled as well (see Figure 29).  

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 30  

Excerpt 24 

433 T3 或是 藝術家， 我 想要    做… 我 想要 當，  當 好嗎？ 

  Huòshì  yìshùjiā,  wǒ xiǎngyào zuò… wǒ  xiǎng yào dāng,  dāng hǎoma? 

  Or   an artist  I  want  to  do    I   want to  be     be    OK?   

434 L3 當 

  Dāng  

435 T3 當 就是 be，  你 想  要 當  藝術家 

  dāng jiùshì  be,   nǐ  xiǎng yào  dāng  yìshùjiā  

   is       be      You want to be an artist  

436 L3 嗯 
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  Hmm 

437 T3 ㄟ 我這是什麼啊？ [The teacher typed the wrong word.]  

  ei  wǒ zhè shì shénme a?  

            What’s this?  

438 L3 嗯 

  Hmm 

439 T3 我 打 錯 了。 藝術家， 你 想要 當  藝術家 啊？ 

  Wǒ dǎ cuò le.   Yìshùjiā,  nǐ  xiǎngyào dāng  yìshùjiā  a? 

        I typed it wrong. Artist.  You want to be an artist?   

440 L3 嗯哼， 我 小的 時候 我 想要  當  藝術家。 

  Hmm.  wǒ  xiǎode shíhòu  wǒ  xiǎng yào  dāng  yìshùjiā. 

        Hmm.  I    little   when  I  want to     be   an artist 

        When I was little, I wanted to be an artist.      

 Excerpt 24 presented the task of making sentences in subsequent turns. As can be seen 

in Turn 433, T3 requested L3 to complete the sentence, “I want to…” with dāng, be. While 

T3 typed, the pinyin of dāng was presented. In Turn 436, L3 responded with “hmm,” which 

was viewed as uptake needs-repair. However, in Turn 439, T3 made a statement with a rising 

intonation, requesting L3 to clarify her meaning. Thus, T3 prompted L3 to modify her 

utterance of “dāng.” 

Excerpt 25 

507 T3 好， 那  這個 我 只想 跟你 做什麼？ 

        Hǎo,  nà   zhège  wǒ  zhǐ xiǎng gēn nǐ  zuò shénme? 

        OK.  Then,  this,  what do I only want to do with you?   
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508 L3  當  朋友 

         Dāng  péngyǒu  

        be friends  

509 T3 嗯。 當 朋友 是 什麼 意思 啊？ 

        Hmm.  Dāng péngyǒu shì  shénme  yìsi   a?  

        Hmm.  What does being friends mean?  

510 L3 喔， 是…  

         Oh,   shì…  

         Oh,   yes.  

511 T3  用  中文  說 

        Yòng zhōngwén  shuō  

        In Chinese.   

512 L3 用中文？ 

         Yòng zhōngwén? 

        In Chinese.   

513 T3 嗯哼。 

        Hmm 

514 L3  是… 嗯… 我… 我 想  認識 你，  

Shì… hmm… wǒ… wǒ  xiǎng  rènshì  nǐ,  

Yeah…  hmm… I…   I want to meet you. 

    我 想  跟你 成了 朋友 

  Wǒ  xiǎng  gēn nǐ  chéngle  péngyǒu  

I want to be friends with you.  
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515 T3 對  

     Duì  

    Yeah.    

As presented in Excerpt 25, in Turn 507, T3 provided an incomplete sentence with a 

rising intonation to elicit dāng from L3. Furthermore, through the process of negotiation for 

meaning, (from Turn 509 to Turn 514), L3 explained the meaning of dāngpéngyǒu in the 

target language, Mandarin Chinese.  

Interviewee B, Interviewee C, Interviewee D, Interviewee E, and Interviewee F watched 

T3 and L3 clip. Their comments on the interaction were presented as follows:  

Interviewee B:  

    I think the student’s utterance of dang was no problem… The student seemed to 

understand the meaning of dang. However, I am not sure if she knew how to use 

dāng……the concept of chéng is a little too difficult to the student… I think…  

Interviewee C:  

I think the student understood because she used rènshì and chéng… She could explain, 

and it was correct……She is smart… Her pronunciation is modified……   

Interviewee D:  

 (Did the student understand before the teacher translated?) I think she did because she 

nodded… However, she might not totally understand the abstract concept of dāng… 

Probably more examples… The teacher used hand gestures to make the student 

understand the meaning… I would translate it in English directly… and then, make a 

few more sentences…   

Interviewee E:  

 I think the student understood… but that’s because she is smart…  

Interviewee F:  

(Turn 102) I think the student understood the process of getting familiar with each 

other… …chéng is not a term for elementary level students…… (Turn 514) Her 

pronunciation was modified…she understood… she used chéng to explain…  
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As can be seen above, all of the four interviewees agreed that L3 understood the 

meaning of dang and L3 modified her utterance of dang. Most of the interviewees agreed that 

chéng was a different term for the learner. However, Interviewee D noticed that T3 used hand 

gestures to attract L3’s attention while providing the feedback. It suggested that L3 noticed 

the feedback and rendered the input accessible even though chéng was a term that was more 

advanced than her level of understanding.  

4.2.4 T4  

The transcription of interaction was presented Excerpt 26. Without reading the sentence, 

wǒ zhǐ xiǎng gēn nǐ dāng péngyǒu first, T4 marked the Mandarin tones on the screen when 

she requested L4 for the Mandarin tone of each word (see Figure 31). Next, T4 showed the 

answer. (see Figure 32).  

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 31 

 

 

 

 

Figure 32 

Excerpt 26 

99 T4 對， 好， 這一個。 

  Duì,  hǎo,  zhèyígè.  
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        Right.  OK.  This one.  

100 L4 三聲 

  Sān sheng  

  Tone 3.  

101 T4 三聲 

  Sān sheng  

102 L4 三聲 

  Sān sheng  

103 T4 三聲 

  Sān sheng  

104 L4 喔，二聲  

  Oh, èr sheng 

   Tone 2  

105 T4 二聲，  再來 

  È r sheng   zài lái  

     Next.   

106 L4 三聲 

  Sān sheng  

107 T4 這個 是 三聲  嗎？ 好， 再來 

  Zhège  shì  sānshēng  ma?  Hǎo,  zài lái 

  This is Tone 3?       OK.  next 

108 L4 三聲 
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        Sān sheng  

109 T4 三聲，再來 

  Sān sheng, zài lái   

110 L4 三聲 

  Sān sheng  

111 T4 三聲，再來 

  Sān sheng, zài lái  

112 L4 二聲 

  È r sheng  

113 T4 二聲，再來 

  Èr shēng, zài lái  

114 L4 三聲。 

  Sān sheng  

115 T4 三聲，  好， 我們 看一看 答案， 有一些 不一樣 

  Sān shēng,  hǎo,  wǒmen  kànyíkàn dá àn,  yǒuyìxiē bù yíyàng  

        We   look at  answer some not the same 

116 L4 …  

117 T4 第三個， 這個 念 作， 想， 想 

  Dìsāngè,  zhège  niàn zuò,  xiǎng,  xiǎng  

  the third one this one read   want  want  

118 L4 想 

  Xiǎng  
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119 T4 是， 三聲。  再來， 這一個， 念  跟 

  Shì,  sān shēng.  Zài lái,  zhèyígè,   niàn  gēn  

  Yes.  Tone 3  next  this one  read  with  

120 L4 跟 

  Gēn,  

121 T4 跟， 一聲 再來， 這一個 念， 當 

  Gēn,  yìshēng  zài lái,  zhèyígè  niàn,  dāng  

  With  Tone 1 next  this  read  be 

122 L4 當  

  Dāng  

123 T4 當， 一聲， 所以， 只想  

  Dāng,  yìshēng,  suǒyǐ,  zhǐxiǎng  

  be  Tone 1 so   only want 

124 L4 …  

125 T4 只想，  一起 念  一次 

   Zhǐxiǎng,  yìqǐ  niàn  yícì  

  only want  together  read  once 

126 L4 只想 

  Zhǐxiǎng 

127 T4 對，  只想， 想， 知道 是 什麼 意思 嗎？ 

  Duì,   zhǐxiǎng,  xiǎng,  zhīdào  shì  shénme  yìsi   ma?  

  Right.  Only want want     know  what  mean 
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        What does that mean?  

128 L4 不知道。 

  Bùzhīdào.  

  I don’t know.   

129 T4 不知道？ 它是 

  Bùzhīdào?  Tā shì  

  Don’t know?  It is…  

130 L4 我，我知道 

  Wǒ, wǒzhīdào  

  I,  I know.  

131 T4 知道， 

  Zhīdào  

  Know.  

132 L4 …  

133 T4 好，這裡的 跟你， 知道 是 什麼 意思 嗎？ 

  Hǎo, zhèlǐde  gēn nǐ,  zhīdào  shì  shénme  yìsi   ma? 

  OK. Here  with you know  what  means?  

       Do you know what that means?  

134 L4 我知道 

  Wǒzhīdào  

  I know.  

135 T4 知道 
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  Zhīdào 

136 L4 對 

  Duì  

        Right 

137 T4 那， 當朋友，  知道嗎？ 

  Nà,   dāngpéngyǒu,  zhīdào ma? 

  Well  be friends   know?   

138 L4 知道 

  Zhīdào  

139 T4 好。 那  記得，  這個(想) 三聲，  這個(跟) 一聲，  

  Hǎo.  Nà  jìdé,   zhège  sān shēng,  zhège  yì shēng,  

  OK.  Well  remember  this(xiǎng) is Tone 3  this(gēn) is  Tone 1 

這一個(當   是一聲。  好， 那， 我們 看  下一個。 

zhè yígè    shì yì shēng.  Hǎo,  nà,   wǒmen  kàn  xiàyígè.  

This one(dāng) is  Tone 1.  OK.  Well,  we   look  next one  

As presented above in Excerpt 26, in Turn 117, 119, 121, 125, T4 presented the correct 

form of the utterance and L4 repeated after her. In Turn 118, 120, 122, 126, L4 produced 

utterance after receiving the feedback from T4. In Turn 127, 129, 133, 135, 137, T4 made a 

request to clarify if L4 understood the meaning of each word. In Turn 139, T4 provided the 

correct linguistic information again and continued the conversation to the next topic.  

Interviewee B, Interviewee E, and Interviewee F watched T3 and L3 clip. Their 

comments on the interaction were presented as follows:  
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Interviewee B:  

I think the student’s pronunciation of dāng was OK… I can’t tell if she understood those 

words… I would ask her directly what dāngpéngyǒu means… I would confirm… But.. 

But… If the teaching goal is only for Mandarin tones, then I would ignore the lexical 

meanings too. This depends on what the teacher’s teaching goal is… However, I would 

ask the student to say the words again, to make her modify her errors one more time. I 

need to make sure if the student understands what goes wrong with her utterances…   

Interviewee E:  

    …No… her utterance of dāng was incorrect. Her pronunciation was dān.. and her xiāng 

sounded like xiān… and I am not sure if the student understands… (T4) did not let her 

explain…I would at least ask the student to tell me what that means. If telling me in 

Chinese is too difficult, she can speak English.  

Interviewee F:  

(Without reading the sentence first…) I think it’s a good way. In fact, many students 

don’t know what Mandarin tone each word is. This way, I can tell what is on students’ 

mind…what they remember… However, if the student doesn’t say the sentence first, I 

still cannot tell… The Mandarin tones she said right now were the ones that might be 

wrong Mandarin tones on her mind for a long time or just this moment…So, I would 

make the student read the sentence once and then ask if she wants to change her 

answers… If she corrects before I show her the answers, I will know what she 

remembers is right but there might be a problem with her listening. If she doesn’t 

correct, then I will know that both of what she remembers, and her listening are 

problematic. This way can help me find the problem… The student’s utterance of dāng 

was close to dān...I would ask the student to repeat… Maybe the student understands, 

but that doesn’t mean her production would be correct, I would ask the student to read it 

again. Make sure that the student’s production is correct, and then moving to the next 

topic is a better option.   

T4 attempted to elicit the Mandarin tonal forms from L4. As can be seen from the 

comments, all the interviewees suggested to provide the learner opportunities to produce or 

reformulate her utterances. Therefore, the learner could benefit from this strategy not only to 

notice the difference between her interlanguage and the correct form but also modify her 

utterances.  
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4.2.5 T5  

Figure 33 shows the picture of the interaction between T5 and L5. The transcription of 

interaction was presented Excerpt 27. The communication breakdown occurred due to L5’s 

inaccurate utterances of duìbùqǐ, wǒ de zhōngwén bùhǎo.  

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 33 

Excerpt 27  

20 L5 對不起， 我 的 中文  不好。 

  Duìbūqí,  Wǒ  de  zhōngwén  bū hāo.  

  Sorry.   My  Chinese  not good 

21 T5 這個呢[The mouse pointed to 對不起]，是，如果 你  想， 道歉。 

  Zhègene,       shì,    rúguǒ  nǐ   xiǎng,  dàoqiàn. 

  This              if     you  want to apologize  

22 L5 嗯。 

  Hmm. 

23 T5 或者 是 你 想  說 sorry  的時候， 就是 對不起。 

  huòzhě  shì  nǐ  xiǎng  shuō sorry  de shíhòu,  jiùshì  duìbùqǐ.  

  Or   you want to  say  sorry    when   is   sorry  
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  Or when you want to say sorry.  

  好， 請  跟我 一起 說， 對不起。  

Hǎo,  qǐng  gēn wǒ  yìqǐ  shuō,  duìbùqǐ.  

OK,  please with me together say  sorry  

24 L5 對不起。  

  Duìbùqǐ.   

25 T5 對。 很好。  再來， 我的， 

        Duì.  Hěn hǎo.   zài lái, wǒ de,  

        Right. Very good. Next, my  

26 L5 我的 

        Wǒ de  

27 T5 中文 

        Zhōngwén  

        Chinese  

28 L5 中文 

        Zhōngwén  

29 T5 不好 

        Bù hǎo  

        Not good  

30 L5 不好 

        Bù hǎo  

31 T5  <我的中文不好>。  

        <Wǒ de zhōngwén bù hǎo>.   

        My Chinese is not good.  
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32 L5 <我的中文不好>。  

        <Wǒ de zhōngwén bù hǎo>.   

33 T5 我的中文不好。 

        Wǒ de zhōngwén bù hǎo.  

34 L5 我的中文不好。 

        Wǒ de zhōngwén bù hǎo. 

35 T5 對，你講得很好。  

  Duì, nǐ jiǎng dé hěn hǎo.  

  Right. You said it well.  

As can be seen above in Excerpt 27, in Turn 25, 27, 29, T5 presented the correct form of 

the target language into wǒde, zhōngwén, bùhǎo. In 31 and 33, T5 combined the terms into 

the original sentence of wǒde zhōngwén bùhǎo. In Turn 26, 28, 30, 32, 34, L5 reformulated 

her utterances after receiving the feedback.  

Interviewee D and Interview E watched T5 and L5 clip. Their comments on the 

interaction were presented as follows:   

Interviewee D:  

The teacher made the student practice twice and divided the sentences into a few chunks 

and put the words into a sentence. I would do the same, too.    

Interviewee E:  

The teacher already divided the sentences into a few chunks. However, the student’s 

utterance of zhōngwén is still problematic… I would go on and practice zhōng and wén 

separately. After I make sure, her utterance of zhōng is correct, next, I will focus on 

wén.      

As can be seen above, both interviewees would adopt the strategy of dividing the 

sentence into chunks. However, Interview E would focus on the problematic utterance one by 
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one when a learner has difficulty pronouncing a certain word.  

4.2.6 Summary  

With regard to the data and the interviews, the results of the relationship between how 

teachers provide corrective feedback and learners’ language learning were discussed and 

summarized below.  

(1) Feedback for negotiation for meaning and error treatments should be equally important.   

When a communication breakdown occurred, the teachers not only attempted to correct 

the learners’ problematic utterances but also to clarify if the learners understood the lexical 

meaning. However, from the excerpts, the teachers spent more turns negotiation for meaning 

than on correcting phonological errors. The teachers provided learners translations, examples, 

or authentic information, such as when a learner would hear huānyíngguānglín. As for 

phonological errors, most of the teachers repeatedly provided correct pronunciation. They 

changed their intonation or pitch to attract the learners’ attention. In addition, hand gestures 

were employed with the provision of corrective feedback. Typing pinyin or marking on the 

screen were observed in interaction as well. However, without explicit provision of linguistic 

information, it was difficult for the learners to notice the discrepancy between their utterance 

and the target form.  

With regard to the experienced teachers’ comments, they would type pinyin first. 

Therefore, the learners would receive accurate target form. The experienced teachers 

preferred to correct each error at once; thus, leadning learners to concentrate on one error at a 

time. In addition, they were able to recognize the difference between the learners’ 

problematic utterances and accurate language from. For example, Interviewee E noticed the 

learner’s utterance was dān, not dāng. Therefore, she could provide learners with the 

linguistic information concerning the deficiency in their interlanguage system.  

(2) Feedback should be concise and visible   

According to the findings, the teachers attempted to provide the leaners a large amount 

of information through repeating, typing, writing, marking different lines or checks, and long 

sentences. The complexity of the feedback might be a burden for learners to process all the 
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information in such a short time. Moreover, it might distract learners’ attention from the 

correct form or the difference between their production and the target language.  

With concern to the experienced teachers’ strategies, they would simplify the feedback 

to render the input salient. For example, provide concise sentences to make the difference of 

Mandarin tones comprehensible. Type pinyin or present Mandarin tonal information first. 

Instead of repeating sounds consistently, they would convert the verbal information into 

visual forms on the screen. Therefore, it is salient for learners to notice the discrepancy 

between their interlanguage and the target language or their deficiency in their own 

interlanguage system.  

(3) Create opportunities for learner to modify their problematic utterances   

 As can be seen in the data, the teachers tended to continue to the next discussion after 

receiving the learner’s response with “Hmm” or “OK.” A smile or nodding would also be 

viewed acceptable. However, requesting a clarification or eliciting modification form the 

learners should be done in order to verify learners’ accuracy or comprehensibility. Output is 

an active process of language learning (Swain, 1985).  

The experienced teachers mentioned that they would confirm the learners’ 

comprehensibility by requesting them to explain or answer questions. As for phonological 

inaccuracy, even if the learners modified their utterance, the experienced teachers would 

practice or elicit modified output from the learners at least twice.   

In sum, teachers could enhance their competence to a profession level concerning 

linguistic and pedagogical aspects. Furthermore, participating in professional workshops or 

training programs to deepen their understanding or diversify their teaching strategies.
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CHAPTER FIVE CONCLUSION  

5.1 Conclusion   

    The goal of this current study is (1) to investigate the relationship between corrective 

feedback and second language acquisition during the online interaction and (2) to explore the 

role of paralinguistic features played in interaction. To achieve the goal, the current study is 

discussed the questions through how corrective feedback and paralinguistic features affect 

learner’s noticing and repair in online interaction.  

(1) The provision of corrective feedback and learners’ noticing   

   The results of the data suggested that recast and clarification request were the two 

frequent types of corrective feedback. To attract learners’ attention to the feedback, 

furthermore, the difference between their interlanguage and the target language, recast was 

provided the most frequently. In terms of comments from interviews, recast may lead learners 

to notice the discrepancy; however, without comprehensible or salient linguistic information, 

learners may not recognize the error of their initial utterance. Therefore, explicit provision of 

linguistic information concerning learners’ inaccuracy or incomprehensibility is crucial and 

beneficial for learners to facilitate second language acquisition.  

   However, when teachers provide excessive linguistic information, for example, long 

sentences included advanced lexical words, it may be a burden for learners to process the 

information as well. Concise and salient correct form regarding to learners’ errors is salient 

for learners to recognize their discrepancy or deficiency in their interlanguage system.  

(2) The provision of corrective feedback and learners’ repair  

   In interaction, learners can benefit from modifying their utterance, thus facilitating their 

second language learning. Recast can prompt learners to reformulate while receiving the 

correct form from teachers. Moreover, learners can examine their modification through the 
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process of output. However, clarification request or elicitation could elicit self-repair from 

learners. As can be seen in the results, in terms of “再來,” next or “再一次,”one more time, 

learners could produce their own language without repeating after the teachers.   

It is important and beneficial for learners to engage themselves in interaction with 

teachers or native speakers, resulting from opportunities to modify or produce utterance. 

Therefore, teachers could provide corrective feedback employed with various teaching 

strategies to create an environment for learners to reformulate or express themselves. 

Through the process of output, teachers could confirm if learners’ accuracy and 

comprehensibility. Meanwhile, learners could develop their language learning through the 

process of reformulation.  

(3) The role of paralinguistic features in interaction   

    Paralinguistic features employed with corrective feedback from teachers may attract 

learners’ attention to the mismatch between their utterance and the target form. Teachers may 

change intonation, pitch, speaking speed, and loudness of their speech to render the feedback 

more salient and comprehensible. The provision of hand gestures would be helpful when 

teachers attempted to elicit modification from learners. Furthermore, teachers could notice if 

learners understand or pay attention through learners’ facial expressions or body language. 

Therefore, the role of paralinguistic features could have an impact on interaction.  

    As for learners, the most frequent findings observed from interaction were that learners 

attempted to attract teachers’ attention to their hesitancy or confusion. They would use a 

rising intonation to make a request and attract teachers’ attention, thus receiving feedback 

from teachers. In addition, their abundant facial expressions and body language would be 

helpful for them to negotiate when they are not able to express due to their deficiency in 

target language. Thus, they could receive the correct target form or linguistic information, 

furthermore prompting their second language acquisition.  

(4) Delayed effects 

    As can be seen in 4.2.3, the learner’s modification may be the evidence of delayed 

effects. At 8:10, in Turn 96, L3 said dāng with a rising intonation to attract T3’s attention. In 
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Turn 97, while T3 provided the corrective feedback, her pronunciation of dāng was correct 

and clear. In addition, she paused for a short time. According to the comments from the 

experienced teachers, three of them would pause to leave learners time to render the input 

accessible to their interlanguage system. T3 applied the same strategy. In Turn 99, in order to 

render the feedback comprehensible, T3 employed hand gestures while explaining. 

Meanwhile, as presented in Figure 27, the learner was attentive. At 24:26, with the task of 

making sentences, T3 created an opportunity for L3 to speak dāng while completing 

sentences. At 24:52, in Turn 439, the learner’s utterance with dāng was target-like. Moreover, 

at 28:06, to confirm if the learner understood the meaning of dāngpéngyǒu, in Turn 509, T3 

requested L3 for an explanation. Furthermore, in Turn 511, T3 encouraged L3 to speak in 

Chinese. Therefore, at 28:15, in Turn 514, L3 explained with terms of rènshì and chéngle as 

well as modified her utterance of dāng.  

    As can be seen above, when teachers provide clear corrective feedback and create 

opportunities for learners to produce or reformulate their production, learners could benefit 

from interaction, thus facilitating their language learning. In addition, paralinguistic features 

not only attract learners’ attention to the feedback, but also lead teachers’ attention to 

learners’ incorrectness or incomprehensibility. Therefore, paralinguistic features may have an 

impact on interaction between teachers and learners.  

5.2 Limitations and future studies  

    This study provided descriptive results of online interaction. However, there were some 

limitations. First, a larger sample of data could be more supportive for the effects of 

corrective feedback. Second, observation of more interaction for a longer time would be 

helpful to draw a definite line of a conclusion. However, the findings of the current study 

could provide some benefits for pedagogical implications or future studies.  

(1) Different groups of participants  

The participants in the current study were teachers and learners. However, the 

interaction between learners and learners through online interaction may provide different 
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results for deepening our understanding of interaction research. As noted in the current study, 

when the experienced teachers provided their comments, the strategies they employed were 

different. Therefore, the comparison of interaction with novice teachers and experienced 

teacher may provide various findings for theoretical or pedagogical studies as well.  

(2) Different settings  

The current study observed the online interaction. However, the comparison of online 

interaction and face-to-face interaction may provide interaction research with more empirical 

or theorical findings. Moreover, the characteristics of online interaction would need more 

attention and exploration due to CMC has been increasingly applied in pedagogy. The present 

study aimed to examine oral corrective feedback. However, the written interactional feedback 

or written corrective feedback in online interaction could provide more findings to interaction 

research as well.  

(3) Paralinguistic features  

The current study examined the role of paralinguistic features from verbal and nonverbal 

aspects. However, the link between the effects of paralinguistic feature and interaction needs 

more evidence and attention. Moreover, due to the data, the paralinguistic features in the 

present study did not include the entire body movements. Therefore, paralinguistic features 

could be further discussed and explored.  

(4) Teaching strategies   

The teaching strategies employed with corrective feedback in online interaction could be 

an issue to be discussed in future studies. The current studies presented the importance of 

corrective feedback on learners’ noticing and repair. However, how teachers provide 

corrective feedback could affect language learning variously. Discussion on teaching 

strategies for rendering feedback comprehensible could be beneficial for both teachers and 

learners in the future studies. 
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Appendix 1_Questionnaire for teachers  

 

1. 年齡是_____ 

Age  

2. 國籍是_____ 

Nationality 

3. 學歷是_____ 

Education level  

4. 是否有正式的教學經驗？多久？ 

Have you had any formal teaching experience? How long?  

5. 是否有線上教學的經驗？多久？  

Have you had any online teaching experience? How long?  

6. 上課前，大約花多少時間備課？ 

How much time did you spend on preparation before class?   
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Appendix 2_ Questionnaire for Chinese learners 

1. 性別 Gender     

2. 年齡 Age 

3. 國籍 Nationality   

4. 家中主要使用語言 Primary language(s) spoken at home   

5. 目前主要居住的地區/使用的語言 Primary residence and language(s) spoken 

at present   

6. 上中文課的時數？How many hours do you attend to your Chinese class?  

 一週 ____________ 小時  

 __________ hours a week  

7. 是否曾在華語地區居住？ Have you ever been to any Chinese-speaking 

countries?  是 Yes / 否 No 

8. 承上題，若選擇「是」，曾在哪裡待過，待過多久(年/月/週)？If the answer 

is Yes, where have you visited? For how long? * 

 曾在 _______待過多久？ ________（年/月/週） 

 I have been to __________ for __________ (years/months/weeks) 
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Appendix 3_ Questionnaire for interviewees  

1. 年齡 Age:  

2. 性別 Gender:  

3. 國籍 Nationality:  

4. 學校/機構 Institute:  

5. 使用語言 Language:  

6. 中文是否為母語 Is Chinese your mother tongue:  

7. 是否接受過專業華語教學訓練 Have you ever received / participated in 

professional Chinese teaching training courses or programs? 若有，請回答是

何種專業華語教學訓練？If yes, please describe it.  

8. 有沒有正式華語教學經驗？Have you ever had formal Chinese teaching 

experience?  

    機構 / 計畫 Institute/Program:  

    每周教學時數 Teaching hours per week:  

    學生程度 Level of students:  

9. 有沒有線上教學經驗？Have you ever had online Chinese teaching experience?  

    機構 / 計畫 Institute/Program:  

    每周教學時數 Teaching hours per week:  

    學生程度 Level of students:  

10. 有沒有華語地區教學經驗 Have you ever had Chinese teaching experience in     

    Chinese-speaking region?  

機構/計畫 Institute / Program:  

11. 有沒有非華語地區教學經驗 Have you ever had Chinese teaching experience in  

Non-Chinese-speaking region?  

機構/計畫 Institute / Program:   

12. 總教學年資為___年____個月What is the total amount of time of your teaching 

expericence? ____year(s) ______month(s) 
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Appendix 4_ Interview questions  

The interview questions are presented as follows:  

Please watch the video clip and make your comments.  

1. Were there any phonological, grammatical, or lexical errors the learner made?  

2. What did the teacher do to attract the learner’s attention to the feedback?  

3. Did the teacher raise her voice, change her intonation or speaking speed, use any 

nonverbal behaviors? Did any of these paralinguistic features help the learner to 

notice or repair?  

4. Did the learner notice the feedback?   

5. Did the learner modify the initial utterance?    

6. If you were the teacher, how would you provide corrective feedback? 
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Appendix 5_Transcription_T2&L2 

1 L2 嗯？什麼？  

2 T2 中餐。  

3 L2 中餐是什麼？  

4 T2 喔，午飯。吃過午飯了嗎？   

5 L2 嗯。沒吃過。  

6 T2 喔，還沒吃午飯嗎？   

7 L2 沒吃過。  

8 T2 喔，你還沒吃午飯。  

9 L2 還沒吃。  

10 T2 喔  

11 L2 因為我..嗯…這個課以後，我得開車送，開車到我奶奶家。  

12 T2 喔，所以你要到奶奶家吃飯？  

13 L2 是。  

14 T2 喔，好。這樣肚子會不會很餓？  

15 L2 很餓。  

16 T2 很餓。好。我會好好上課。  

17 L2 可以。  

18 T2 這個，還記得這個嗎？   

19 L2 嗯…還什麼？再說一次。不知道。  

20 T2 還記得這個嗎？  

21 L2 知道。  

22 T2 好，XX，你念念看。  

23 L2 嗯。為什麼店員，會問那個，那個英國人，你很累嗎？喔。 

  因為他說了，睡覺。  

24 T2 喔。睡覺。因為他想要什麼？  

25 L2 嗯。他，哈，他說要吃水較。  

26 T2 對，水餃。但，他說錯，他說成？他說   

27 L2 喔，OK。  

28 T2 他說成什麼？  

29 L2 他聲聲…   

30 T2 他說成睡覺，是嗎？  

31 L2 是。((點頭)) 

32 T2 嗯。睡覺  

33 L2 嗯哼。  

34 T2 所以，睡覺，水餃，會什麼這樣店員會聽不懂？  

35 L2 因為….他….他…說錯… the tones?  

36 T2 對，那個叫做聲調。     
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37 T2 這個，聲調，這個，看過嗎？  

38 L2 看過  

39 T2 聲調，所以中文的聲調很重要。嗯。聲調，好，我們來舉例。 

  這個，念念看這個，XX。 

40 L2 嗯哼。你要我念這個？  

41 T2 念這個對，這兩個 

42 L2 嗯哼。鞋子  

43 T2 對，鞋子。  

44 L2 嗯，我不知道第二個  

45 T2 啊！不好意思，第二個是 traditional one，writing，怎麼說， 

  中文怎麼說？中文？  

46 L2 嗯？Writing？  

47 T2 對，中文怎麼說？  

48 L2 寫？  

49 T2 對，    

50 T2 這個字，這個，這裡，這個是這個字，寫。寫字。((老師寫出写)) 

51 L2 嗯哼。  

52 T2 所以，寫字跟，鞋子，聲音是不是很像？  

53 L2 是很像。  

54 T2 對。所以，那我們再看這個。XX，念念看這個  

55 L2 如果我….嗯嗯…不知道這個字  

56 T2 作業  

57 L2 喔，作業。如果我作業有問題，我可以問你嗎？  

58 T2 喔，對，那，XX你念念看下面這句。  

59 L2 如果，我作業有問題，我可以…吻？(哈)(哈)，你嗎？  

60 T2 對，XX，你再念一次這個字。((笑)) 

61 L2 問你？  

62 T2 對   

63 T2 這個字怎麼念？  

64 L2 可以問？  

65 T2 嗯。問。四聲，問。((手比四，手勢向下)) 

66 L2 喔，(呵)(呵)。  

67 T2 對，那 

68 L2 對不起  

69 T2 那這個呢，那這個呢？    

70 L2 ((沒反應)) 

71 T2 吻。三聲。((手比三)) 

72 L2 吻？  
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73 T2 所以，XX，剛剛，是不是，差一點，就念錯了。這個。嗯。  

74 L2 ((點頭)) 

75 T2 你知道什麼是吻嗎？  

76 L2 嗯。不知道。((搖頭)) 

77 T2 這個意思是 kiss。  

78 L2 喔。(呵)(呵)((笑)) 

79 T2 對。所以，如果你的聲音錯的話，It's easy，很容易會聽成這個字。  

  ((笑，螢幕上圈吻這個字)) 

80 L2 ((笑)) 

81 T2 所以 XX剛剛說，吻，我會聽成是這個字，可以？ ((笑)) 

82 L2 可以。((笑)) 

83 T2 好，所以我們要說中文的時候，要，小心地說，可以嗎？  

84 L2 嗯，你，請再說一次。  

85 T2 說中文的時候，聲音，要好好地說。  

86 L2 嗯。是。  

87 T2 對。不然像，這一個字((螢幕上畫問))跟這個字((螢幕上畫吻))， 

  就很容易，聽成是這個字((螢幕上畫吻))  

88 L2 嗯。吻？  

89 T2 對，吻。  

90 L2 吻。  

91 T2 那這個呢？  

92 L2 問((加重四聲)) 

93 T2 對，好，很好((大笑)) 

94 L2 ((記筆記))  

95 T2 ((咳嗽)) XX，不好意思，老師我有一點感冒。  

96 L2 嗯…感冒是？喔，catch a cold。喔，  

97 T2 對，所以，老師會咳嗽，不好意思。  

98 L2 喔。It's OK. 

99 T2 好。再來，我們看看。這個是 XX，你昨天，Record給我的，好， 

  我們看看 XX，念了什麼？這裡，XX可以說說看這兩個字嗎？  

100 L2 對不起。  

101 T2 對，<對>，<不>，<起>，<對>，<不>，<起>，((螢幕上畫出聲調)) 

102 L2 對  

103 T2 對，XX，XX說，  

104 L2 對不起  

105 T2 好，這句，  

106 L2 我的  

107 T2 對，中文，  
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108 L2 喔，對不起我的中文不好  

109 T2 對，好，那這個呢？這裡。  

110 L2 嗯，我不知道你說什麼。  

111 T2 嗯，這個字，什，麼((螢幕上畫出聲調，手勢)) 

112 L2 什麼  

113 T2 XX，這個是什，你會念什((手勢壓低，表示念得不夠高，揮手))。 

  不一樣。((比叉)) 

114 L2 ((點頭)) 

115 T2 什麼  

116 L2 什麼  

117 T2 嗯。  

118 L2 嗯。  

119 T2 那這個，  

120 L2 嗯，我之想跟你  

121 T2 這個字怎麼念？這個((螢幕上畫只)) 

122 L2 知  

123 T2 好，三聲，只。((手比三，螢幕上畫出聲調)) 

124 L2 喔，只，  

125 T2 對，只想，  

126 L2 我只想  

127 T2 好，   

128 T2 這個呢？  

129 L2 跟你，當朋友((朋念成一聲)) 

130 T2 喔，這個字怎麼念？((螢幕上畫出朋)) 

131 L2 朋友  

132 T2 對，朋友。好，這句話再說一次。  

133 L2 喔，我…只想  

134 T2 嗯，再一次。這裡((螢幕上畫出只)) 

135 L2 我只想  

136 T2 只想  

137 L2 只想  

138 T2 對  

139 L2 我只想跟你當朋友  

140 T2 嗯，很好，   

141 T2 XX會不會，嗯。XX覺得中文難嗎？  

142 L2 (呵)(呵)(呵)，很難 

143 T2 聲音很難，對不對？  

144 L2 嗯，很難，對。  
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145 T2 喔，聲音，聲音讓你覺得很難？是嗎？  

146 L2 嗯，是啊。((點頭)) 

147 T2 嗯。可是 XX唸得很好。  

148 L2 喔，謝謝。  

149 T2 只是 XX，這個三聲，XX要小心三聲，XX的三聲，要小心。 

  ((螢幕上畫出聲調，寫 3)) 

150 L2 嗯。 

151 T2 可以。  

152 L2 嗯，要小心是？  

153 T2 小心是要，好好地說，第三個聲，third tone要好好地說，((手比三)) 

154 L2 喔，謝謝。  

155 T2 對對對，((點頭))  

156 T2 好，再來，這個，這是什麼，XX看過嗎？  

157 L2 嗯，看過。((點頭)) 

158 T2 嗯，你看過電影了嗎？  

159 L2 是啊。  

160 T2 好看嗎？  

161 L2 我覺得很好看。  

162 T2 所以，你很喜歡電影的音樂嗎？  

163 L2 是((點頭)) 

164 T2 嗯，我也很喜歡((笑，手指自己))。這個電影的中文名字叫做什麼？  

165 L2 就是，野獸，美女  

166 T2 對，嗯，中文叫做，美女與野獸。  

167 L2 美女  

168 T2 還有這個字，與  

169 L2 與  

170 T2 這個是野獸，中文。  

171 L2 嗯，怎麼說，嗯，怎麼說這個字？  

172 T2 與((螢幕上寫与及拚音)) 

173 L2 與  

174 T2 與  

175 L2 謝謝  

176 T2 好。   

177 L2 所以，美女與野獸((獸第四聲沒說清楚)) 

178 T2 野獸((加重第四聲，手比四)) 

179 L2 野獸  

180 T2 野獸，對，是中文的 Beauty and the beast。   

181 T2 好，那我們來看看，美女與野獸。他們做了什麼？  
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182 L2 嗯，他們看書。  

183 T2 對，他們看書，所以美女與野獸，他們是學校的同學。((笑))  

184 L2 (哈)(哈)(哈)((笑)) 

185 T2 所以，請 XX念念看這一句。  

186 L2 嗯…美女跟…嗯…什麼？  

187 T2 野獸  

188 L2 野獸  

189 T2 對  

190 L2 碩？  

191 T2 野獸  

192 L2 碩還是獸？  

193 T2 獸  

194 L2 在通一個學校學習  

195 T2 喔，同((螢幕上畫出聲調)) 

196 L2 同，一個，學校，學習，習((老師同時螢幕上劃出聲調)) 

197 T2 習  

198 L2 嗯((點頭)) 

199 T2 好，再來，這個。  

200 L2 美女常常，燈..  

201 T2 啊，這個字怎麼念？  

202 L2 幫，幫？  

203 T2 幫((手平放在面前)) 

204 L2 幫，幫，嗯(.)((微笑)) 

205 T2 野獸 

206 L2 野獸，練習說中文。  

207 T2 好。中文。  

208 L2 中文。  

209 T2 對，好。這裡  

210 L2 他們也常常出去玩。  

211 T2 對，然後呢？每次  

212 L2 每次都玩得很高興。((高興的興念一聲)) 

213 T2 這裡，很…((螢幕上畫出聲調)) 

214 L2 高興  

215 T2 對，很高興。好，因為，  

216 L2 因為野獸對美女的印…印象？    

217 T2 印((微笑，加重四聲)) 

218 L2 印象  

219 T2 對。  
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220 L2 印象很好((微笑點頭)) 

221 T2 嗯，所…  

222 L2 嗯，所以他想請美女看電影  

223 T2 好，這個字怎麼念？((螢幕上畫想)) 

224 L2 嗯。想  

225 T2 對，他想，  

226 L2 他想  

227 T2 請  

228 L2 美女  

229 T2 好  

230 L2 看電影  

231 T2 哈，三個 third tone，他想請美女看電影((手比三)) 

232 L2 哈  

233 T2 四個、↑四↑個((手比四，笑)) 

234 L2 他想清，美女((手指螢幕)) 

235 T2 好，請美女((手畫出一個勾表示三聲)) 

236 L2 請美女，看電影  

237 T2 對，很好。((微笑，點頭)) 好，那，XX，印象是什麼？ 

238 L2 印象是…impression？  

239 T2 對，  

240 T2 好，那，我們看看這個。他們在做什麼？  

241 L2 他們。嗯，面試。  

242 T2 對。面試。好。那，這裡有 A先生，和 B先生，你覺得，哪個先生，

  可以找到工作？  

243 L2 我覺得，A先生。  

244 T2 為什麼 A先生，  

245 L2 因為 A先生，我覺得 A先生的印象很好  

246 T2 喔((點頭)) 

247 L2 因為，他穿得很好的衣服  

248 T2 所以你對 A先生的印象很好。  

249 L2 印象  

250 T2 「對」，XX，這裡，我們要說「對」人的印象很好。所以 XX，你剛

  剛忘了說這個，「對」((螢幕上圈起對)) 

251 L2 對  

252 T2 那，XX也可以說這個，  

253 L2 A先生給老門？  

254 T2 老闆  

255 L2 老闆很好的印象  
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256 T2 對，這個，很((螢幕上畫出聲調)) 

257 L2 很好  

258 T2 嗯，好。    

259 T2 那我們再看一下這個，這個是小明帶女朋友回家，你覺得小明的爸爸 

  媽媽對小明的女朋友感覺怎麼樣？ 

260 L2 我覺得，嗯，爸爸和媽媽對，他的印象很好。((手指螢幕)) 

261 T2 對他的印象很好，所以小明的女朋友給…小明的爸爸媽媽怎麼樣？  

262 L2 小明給…  

263 T2 女朋友  

264 L2 小明的女朋友給爸爸媽媽很好的印象  

265 T2 嗯，對，喔，XX的印象，學得很好  

266 L2 ((沒反應)) 

267 T2 XX知道印象怎麼用，很好((微笑點頭)) 

268 L2 ((沒反應)) 

269 T2 好，來問個問題，野獸跟美女常常去做什麼？XX   

270 L2 嗯，他們常常去…(.)嗯嗯…(.)常常…  

271 T2 對  

272 L2 去看書  

273 T2 嗯，對，看書。他們常常看書，還有寫作業。   

274 T2 這個，XX可以念一下嗎？這個。  

275 L2 嗯，野獸？  

276 T2 獸  

277 L2 獸，野獸想請美女做什麼？  

278 T2 這個字，((螢幕上畫請)) 

279 L2 請  

280 T2 嗯，對，好，野獸想請美女做什麼？  

281 L2 喔，他想請美女跳舞((學生說故事情節跟電影情節相符，可是老師設 

      計的故事情節與電影情節不同)) 

282 T2 嗯？跳舞？((疑惑貌)) 

283 L2 ((手擺出不知道的手勢)) 

284 T2 XX，剛剛，剛剛念過的，這個，我們剛剛念過的，他想請美女 

  ((將畫面跳回前面頁面)) 

285 L2 嗯…嗯…看電…喔((笑))  

286 T2 對，好。再來這個，最後一個，為什麼野獸想請美女看電影？((笑)) 

287 L2 嗯，我覺得因為…他，喜歡  

288 T2 ((點頭)) 

289 L2 美女，(哈)  

290 T2 對，他喜歡美女。他為什麼，野獸為什麼喜歡美女  
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291 L2 因為他…  

292 T2 美女給他…  

293 L2 她給他很好的印象  

294 T2 對。很好的印象。那如果，美女給野獸不好的印象，你覺得野獸想請 

  美女看電影嗎？((手比叉)) 

295 L2 我覺得，他不會請她看電影。  

296 T2 好。XX，我問你。如果今天，有個男生，想請你看電影，他要做什 

      麼，才會讓妳，覺得印象很好？  

297 L2 嗯，他，哈哈，我不知道，他，他得，哈哈，不知道((搖頭)) 

298 T2 說說看。用中文，說說看。  

299 L2 嗯，我覺得他，how do you say, “Be polite?”  

300 T2 嗯？喔？  

301 L2 怎麼說，  

302 T2 喔，禮貌，禮貌。  

303 L2 禮貌，他得很禮貌。  

304 T2 喔，他很有禮貌。這個，上個星期，XX，我們說過這個字，  

305 L2 ((沒反應)) 

306 T2 禮貌，還記得嗎？  

307 L2 ((沒反應)) 

308 T2 上個星期我們說過。  

309 L2 ((沒反應)) 

310 T2 禮貌語的時候。  

311 L2 ((沒反應)) 

312 T2 ((螢幕上寫出礼貌)) 

313 L2 喔。知道。  

314 T2 禮貌((點頭，寫出禮貌的拼音)) 

315 L2 ((記筆記)) 

316 T2 所以我們可以說，一個人，很有禮貌。很，有禮貌。  

317 L2 很有。((記筆記)) 

318 T2 對，這樣，可以？  

319 L2 可以。((點頭)) 

320 T2 好。  

321 L2 好，謝謝。((記筆記)) 

322 T2 那，再來，看看。這個。嗯。他們在做什麼呢？  

323 L2 嗯。他們玩兒？  

324 T2 對。他們在玩兒。他們玩兒得怎麼樣？  

325 L2 嗯。他們玩兒得高興  

326 T2 玩得很  
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327 L2 玩得很高興  

328 T2 對，這個很要記得喔。如果後面是一個形容詞，妳知道形容詞是什麼

      嗎，XX？((螢幕上圈很)) 

329 L2 ((點頭)) 

330 T2 這個((螢幕上寫 adj.)) 

331 L2 adjective  

332 T2 對，前面要一個很，很高興。((點頭))  

333 T2 好，那我們看看這個。覺得她怎麼了？  

334 L2 我覺得，她，嗯…(.)寫字…嗯…(.)寫字寫得很…  

335 T2 很生氣嗎？((笑)) 

336 L2 不高興((笑)) 

337 T2 對，很不高興。她在寫什麼字？XX，XX妳看一下，她在寫什麼字？

      ((笑)) 

338 L2 他們寫中國的字  

339 T2 對，他們在寫漢字((螢幕上秀出写汉字)) 

340 L2 喔。漢字  

341 T2 那她寫得怎麼樣？很累((螢幕上秀出很累)) 

342 L2 很累  

343 T2 所以怎麼說？她寫  

344 L2 嗯，她寫漢字得很累  

345 T2 好，她寫漢字，然後呢？  

346 L2 她寫漢字得  

347 T2 好，寫漢字寫~~得很累，這個((螢幕上畫写)) 

348 L2 喔((點頭)) 

349 T2 對，這個，我們要再加一個寫，為什麼這裡要加一個寫  

350 L2 嗯…因為…不知道…  

351 T2 因為這裡動詞，如果後面有一個名詞的話，要有一個動詞，所以  

352 L2 喔。  

353 T2 寫漢字寫得很累。    

354 T2 再來，這個  

355 L2 他，嗯，不知道要怎麼說。  

356 T2 他，他吃東西了沒？  

357 L2 他，他吃蛋糕吃得很不餓？  

358 T2 不餓，嗯，吃得很飽。好。  

359 L2 喔，嗯。  

360 T2 對，很飽。吃飯，很飽，這裡  

361 L2 ((記筆記)) 

362 T2 吃得很飽，XX，現在是不是也很想，吃飯吃得很飽？  
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363 L2 嗯。請妳再說一次？  

364 T2 妳現在是不是很想吃飯吃得很飽？  

365 L2 我今天不飽  

366 T2 我是說，妳還沒吃飯。妳還沒((揮手))吃飯 

367 L2 ((點頭)) 

368 T2 你想不想，和他一樣，吃得很飽？  

369 L2 喔，對不起，喔，我想跟他   

370 T2 一樣  

371 L2 一樣很飽  

372 T2 吃得很飽   

373 L2 吃得很飽((點頭)) 

374 T2 妳可以說  

375 L2 我也想很飽  

376 T2 跟他，跟他一樣((打字)) 

377 L2 很飽  

378 T2 跟他，一樣，一樣是指 the same ((打字) 

379 L2 知道。  

380 T2 吃得很飽，吃得，很飽，((螢幕上打出跟他一样吃得很饱)) 

381 L2 ((沒反應)) 

382 T2 可以這麼說，這個  

383 L2 ((沒反應)) 

384 T2 妳可以這麼說。好。  

385 L2 ((沒反應)) 

386 T2 可以？  

387 L2 可以((點頭)) 

388 T2 好，再來。我們看看，喔，這裡。喔，答案出來了。  

389 L2 ((笑)) 

390 T2 這個，這個是什麼？((笑)) 

391 L2 畫畫兒。((笑)) 

392 T2 對。畫畫兒，所以他畫畫畫得怎麼樣？  

393 L2 他畫畫畫兒得很漂亮。 

394 T2 對，很漂亮，對，這個，XX，妳要注意這個，這個，((螢幕上圈很)) 

395 L2 ((沒反應)) 

396 T2 很((點頭，螢幕上畫出聲調)) 

397 L2 很  

398 T2 對，要小心。什麼是小心？  

399 L2 嗯？小心。  

400 T2 嗯，小心，這個((打字)) 
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401 L2 ((沒反應)) 

402 T2 小心，這個((打字) 

403 L2 喔。嗯。((記筆記)) 

404 T2 小心「很」，這個說法，很，很，要小心  

405 L2 很  

406 T2 所以，我剛剛說，這個，小心說，是要好好地說，↑很↑，這個字  

407 L2 嗯  

408 T2 所以，嗯，好。再來，嗯，這是什麼？  

409 L2 嗯。地圖，嗯，不是地圖((笑)) 

410 T2 (呵)((笑)) 

411 L2 嗯，地鐵  

412 T2 對，地鐵，  

413 L2 (呵)。  

414 T2 哪裡的地鐵？  

415 L2 嗯，台北的地鐵  

416 T2 對，台北，台北。台北就是我現在在台北  

417 L2 喔  

418 T2 台北的地鐵  

419 L2 嗯  

420 T2 好。台北的地鐵妳看，台北的地鐵，不能做什麼？  

421 L2 在台北的地鐵，我不能吃飯或者  

422 T2 ((點頭)) 

423 L2 喝，嗯，或者，不知道怎麼說 smoking。  

424 T2 嗯，吸菸  

425 L2 smoke  

426 T2 對，吸菸  

427 L2 吸菸  

428 T2 對，吸菸((打字，螢幕上寫出拚音)) 

429 L2 ((記筆記)) 

430 T2 所以，不能，不能吸菸，也不能喝東西或吃東西  

431 L2 ((點頭)) 

432 T2 好，那這個呢？是什麼？這個又是什麼？  

433 L2 嗯，我，嗯，我不知道((笑)) 

434 T2 那妳看他，他怎麼了，他覺得怎麼樣？((笑)) 

435 L2 嗯，他覺得，嗯，不知道。  

436 T2 好，有一個字，妳可以學，擠((螢幕上打出挤)) 

437 L2 擠((記筆記)) 

438 T2 擠的意思是這個((打字)) 
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439 L2 擠((點頭、記筆記)) 

440 T2 他現在覺得  

441 L2 他現在覺得很擠  

442 T2 對，很擠，那為什麼他覺得很擠  

443 L2 嗯，因為，嗯，這個地鐵有很多的人  

444 T2 對，很多人，所以在台北，我們包包不能揹著((肢體動作)) 

445 L2 ((點頭)) 

446 T2 要拿下來  

447 L2 ((點頭)) 

448 T2 我們要把包包拿下來，不可以揹著，嗯  

449 L2 喔。((點頭)) 

450 T2 嗯，對，因為這樣才不會太擠  

451 L2 ((記筆記)) 

452 T2 所以，嗯。  

453 L2 擠。  

454 T2 所以我們看看這個，你覺得爸爸在跟兒子說什麼？  

455 L2 嗯，嗯，我覺得他跟兒子說，這裡不能喝水，把你的，把你的，水  

456 T2 ((點頭)) 

457 L2 放進你的包  

458 T2 你的背包   

459 L2 你的背包去  

460 T2 裡面，這個字，背包裡面  

461 L2 背包裡面  

462 T2 對，或是背包裡，什麼是背包，什麼是背包裡？  

463 L2 put inside the bag  

464 T2 對。好，對，好，XX，可以再說一次，整個句子嗎？再說一次  

465 L2 嗯，這裡不能喝水，把你的水放在((手指螢幕)) 

466 T2 放進  

467 L2 放進…嗯…這個字…  

468 T2 背   

469 L2 背？  

470 T2 對，背，背部，((手指自己的背)) 

471 L2 背包裡  

472 T2 對，背包裡，好。背就是 back  

473 L2 ((點頭、記筆記)) 

474 T2 好。再來，這個，XX，如果妳看到他，妳會怎麼跟他說？  

475 L2 請你把你的背包  

476 T2 ((點頭)) 
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477 L2 放？下？((手指比下)) 

478 T2 ((微笑、點頭)) 

479 L2 放下吧？  

480 T2 嗯，放下來((螢幕上打出放下来))  

481 L2 放下來  

482 T2 放下來，對，或是拿下來，拿，這個  

483 L2 喔。  

484 T2 拿下來，好，XX再說一次。  

485 L2 請你把你的背包拿下來  

486 T2 對，好。可以？  

487 L2 可以((點頭)) 

488 T2 那，好，下一個，這個。我們有，還是有作業。這個是龍，XX念一 

  下，這個，  

489 L2 嗯嗯？你問我什麼？  

490 T2 你念一下這個。  

491 L2 龍的傳人？  

492 T2 對。傳人。  

493 L2 傳人。  

494 T2 嗯。什麼是龍的傳人？  

495 L2 嗯，descendants of dragon  

496 T2 (哈)(哈)(哈)  

497 L2 (哈)  

498 T2 好好，對。對。好，那 XX。你回去，想想看，龍的傳人是什麼意 

      思？  

499 L2 ((沒反應)) 

500 T2 龍的傳人是誰？  

501 L2 龍的傳人是…不知道  

502 T2 不知道，好，你想想看，下個禮拜告訴我，好嗎？((手指螢幕)) 

503 L2 可以  

504 T2 好  

505 L2 可以  

506 T2 你回去，你回去聽聽看這首歌，歌詞裡面，知道什麼是歌詞嗎？  

507 L2 歌詞是…  

508 T2 喔，知道？((螢幕上打出歌词)) 

509 L2 不知道   

510 T2 歌詞，這個，是什麼意思  

511 L2 嗯，我知道歌 sing？嗯，song。((記筆記)) 

512 T2 對，song，對，那 song裡面會有字，那，那些字就叫做歌詞，  
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513 L2 什麼？((挑眉、笑)) 

514 T2 我們唱歌，唱歌，((笑)) 

515 L2 嗯  

516 T2 唱很多字，  

517 L2 ((點頭)) 

518 T2 唱歌有字  

519 L2 ((點頭)) 

520 T2 生字就是歌詞，知道是什麼嗎？  

521 L2 嗯  

522 T2 你看看這個，下面有歌詞  

523 L2 ((沒反應)) 

524 T2 所以歌詞是什麼？  

525 L2 嗯…是？是？  

526 T2 這個((打出 lyrics)) 

527 L2 喔((身體微微向後仰，點頭))，喔，OK。((記筆記)) 

528 T2 好，歌詞，所以，  

529 L2 ((沒反應)) 

530 T2 XX，聽聽看，歌詞裡面會告訴你，龍的傳人是誰。  

531 L2 ((沒反應)) 

532 T2 聽聽看  

533 L2 ((沒反應)) 

534 T2 回家之後  

535 L2 ((笑)) 

536 T2 可以嗎？  

537 L2 你，請你再說一次，嗯，慢一點兒。  

538 T2 喔，好，等一下，我喝水((手指水)) 

539 L2 OK  

540 T2 嗯。剛剛，龍的傳人是誰，你不知道，對嗎？  

541 L2 對。((點頭)) 

542 T2 所以，你，回家，聽聽看，歌詞  

543 L2 嗯。((點頭)) 

544 T2 裡面，有答案  

545 L2 嗯，答案是什麼？  

546 T2 答案就是 answer，這個((打字)) 

547 L2 ((記筆記)) 

548 T2 答案，這個((螢幕上打出答案)) 

549 L2 喔，OK。  

550 T2 這個，答案。  
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551 L2 嗯哼。  

552 T2 好。  

553 L2 所以，下個，下個課，我得告訴你？  

554 T2 對  

555 L2 這個答案？  

556 T2 對，答案，你得告訴我。龍的傳人是誰？  

557 L2 OK。  

558 T2 很簡單，很簡單。好。  

559 L2 簡單  

560 T2 好，對，好，那你還是要這個。錄音給我聽。  

561 L2 ((點頭)) 

562 T2 好。好。那我們看看，下禮拜上課，這個時間可以嗎？  

563 L2 可以。  

564 T2 可以。那今天上課有問題嗎？  

565 L2 沒有  

566 T2 沒有問題。  

567 L2 沒有。  

568 T2 好，那我們下個禮拜見。嗯。  

569 L2 再見。  

570 T2 好。拜拜。((揮手)) 

 

 

 


